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ABSTRACT
Recently with the advancement of solid state lighting and the application thereof
to Visible Light Communications (VLC), the concept of Visible Light Positioning
(VLP) has been targeted as a very attractive indoor positioning system (IPS) due to
its ubiquity, directionality, spatial reuse, and relatively high modulation bandwidth.
IPSs, in general, have 4 major components (1) a modulation, (2) a multiple access
scheme, (3) a channel measurement, and (4) a positioning algorithm. A number of
VLP approaches have been proposed in the literature and primarily focus on a fixed
combination of these elements and moreover evaluate the quality of the contribution
often by accuracy or precision alone.
In this dissertation, we provide a novel two-phase indoor positioning algorithmic
framework that is able to increase robustness when subject to insufficient anchor lu-
minaries and also incorporate any combination of the four major IPS components.
viii
The first phase provides robust and timely albeit less accurate positioning proximity
estimates without requiring more than a single luminary anchor using time division
access to On Off Keying (OOK) modulated signals while the second phase provides a
more accurate, conventional, positioning estimate approach using a novel geometric
constrained triangulation algorithm based on angle of arrival (AoA) measurements.
However, this approach is still an application of a specific combination of IPS com-
ponents. To achieve a broader impact, the framework is employed on a collection
of IPS component combinations ranging from (1) pulsed modulations to multicarrier
modulations, (2) time, frequency, and code division multiple access, (3) received sig-
nal strength (RSS), time of flight (ToF), and AoA, as well as (4) trilateration and
triangulation positioning algorithms.
Results illustrate full room positioning coverage ranging with median accuracies
ranging from 3.09 cm to 12.07 cm at 50% duty cycle illumination levels. The frame-
work further allows for duty cycle variation to include dimming modulations and
results range from 3.62 cm to 13.15 cm at 20% duty cycle while 2.06 cm to 8.44 cm
at a 78% duty cycle. Testbed results reinforce this frameworks applicability. Lastly,
a novel latency constrained optimization algorithm can be overlaid on the two phase
framework to decide when to simply use the coarse estimate or when to expend more
computational resources on a potentially more accurate fine estimate.
The creation of the two phase framework enables robust, illumination, latency
sensitive positioning with the ability to be applied within a vast array of system
deployment constraints.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Goals
The growing ubiquity of service providing technologies and their connectivity in many
indoor environments has given way to the concept of smart spaces. These spaces
integrate many disparate technologies to accomplish broader more personalized tasks
thereby aiming to improve the productivity, safety, and energy efficiency of indoor
environments. A smart space generally has four basic components it uses to interact
with its environment: sources, sensors, control/intelligence, and communications.
In order to provide the end user with the benefits of smart space functions, the
applications require knowledge of location and potentially target identity. The need of
these applications lends itself to the development of precise, accurate, low-complexity
positioning/localization and/or classification algorithms.
Due to the success of GPS navigation in the outdoor world, many attempts at
bringing an equivalent capability to an indoor environment have been investigated
[95]. There have been two main high level approaches set forth to solve the indoor
positioning/localization problem: (1) exploiting existing infrastructure and develop-
ing algorithms to optimize performance given the infrastructure available and its
constraints (e.g., WiFi signal strength [15, 23, 45, 62, 88, 124, 168, 169] , fluorescent
lighting [170, 171]) or (2) designing specialized solutions that address the funda-
mental issues that are core to the positioning/localization problem using the best
2technologies to solve the problem. Examples of such technologies are customized RF
solutions, Ultrasound, Infrared (IR), Ultrawideband (UWB) [95], and even imaging
techniques [152, 160, 184]. One thought is to use one of the most ubiquitous sources
(lighting) in an indoor space to find a balance between infrastructure and specialized
solution approaches to indoor positioning/localization. Currently, fluorescent light-
ing using low-rate frequency shift keying waveforms [170, 171] and receiver switching
methods coupled with a 6-axis sensor for LED lighting [33, 142, 145] have been pro-
posed as solutions in this context. Neither of these approaches, however, take into
account the potential for optimally designing the balance between lighting and target
positioning/localization.
With the introduction of energy efficient LEDs and the worlds ever-growing de-
mands for energy, a transition to solid state lighting will happen. LEDs and light for
that matter have the ability to offer unparalleled opportunity for a mobile computing
infrastructure. Through this infrastructure overhaul, researchers have the ability to
carefully architect and shape the way light can be used to localize mobile devices but
also enable smart spaces.
Having the capability to offer services within a space at a given position further
enables this application. This dissertation aims at developing an indoor positioning
framework from three main perspectives: performance, illumination, and latency.
We firstly present a novel two-phase positioning algorithm that focuses on the
performance perspective through the use of the visible light communications channel
using a mobile device under both pulsed modulations (e.g., OOK, L-PPM, M-PAM)
and multicarrier optical modulations (e.g., ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM). The use
of multiplexing techniques (e.g., CDM, TDM, and FDM) and channel observables
(e.g., RSS, ToF, TDoA, and AoA) to arrive at position estimation is explored over
such a channel. We propose and evaluate our proposed two-phase positioning al-
3gorithm framework, which incorporates received signal strength sectored/proximity
coarse positioning along with improved fine phase employing least squares lateration
based on temporal measurements or geometrically constrained optimization angu-
lation based on angle of arrival measurements from anchor luminaries to a mobile
target. The performance of the algorithm is evaluated according to six main criteria:
Accuracy, Precision, Complexity, Robustness, Scalability, and Cost.
It achieves higher precision due to the short impulse response duration of the
visible light channel, which lowers the variance of attained accuracy over repeated
trials. The precision is 90 % for coarse measurements only within 49.8 cm for OFDM,
50.85 cm for TDM, and 56.3 to 57.5 cm for CDM whereas the precision is 90% within
29-32 cm when fine measurements are able to obtained over all multiplexing and
channel measurement types. ACO OFDM is recommended as the best performing
multiplexing technique when using RSS measurements in addition to its already at-
tractive benefits for VLC. TDM performs well also, but requires more overhead and
strict synchronization amongst network nodes. CDM has the worst performance,
but can provide asynchronous estimates in the face of multiple access interference.
There are mechanisms to improve code orthogonality, but is beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
We secondly present the two-phase positioning algorithm under yet another con-
straint, latency. The utility of a positional estimate is largely determined by its
timeliness, especially for mobile users a protocol is introduced to optimally trade the
accuracy/precision and latency performance. We use a simulation framework that ac-
counts for multipath reflections of an indoor space and evaluate the communication
impacts as a study of accuracy/precision versus latency, parameter sensitivity, as well
as the effects of signal blocking and multipath dispersion. The accuracies range from
hundredths to tenths of meters and the time required ranges from nanoseconds to
4tenths of seconds. The receiver positions, which simply use the coarse phase produce
a high error estimate with a very small latency, while the fine phase produces in gen-
eral more accurate estimates with more computation time required. This framework
allows accurate positional estimates in a timely fashion.
We lastly present an analysis of the two-phase positioning algorithm from the
perspective of illumination. The primary function of lighting equipment within an
infrastructure is to illuminate an indoor space, hence while attempting to exploit the
lighting to arrive at a positional estimate the perception of the lighting quality is
desired to be maintained. This brings into account many factors such as brightness,
dimming, color quality etc. The analog in the WiFi domain is to have the throughput
of a wireless link disrupted at the expense of a positioning algorithm. This require-
ment makes it clear that positioning/localization is subordinate to lighting quality. As
such, the modulation signaling (e.g., Intensity Modulated Direct Detection (IM-DD),
single carrier, and multi carrier) is investigated in terms of its compromise of perfor-
mance under constrained illumination requirements. This evaluation is performed for
both pulsed modulations (e.g., VPPM, MPPM, and OPPM) and multicarrier opti-
cal modulations (PWM applied to ACO-OFDM). PWM applied to DCO-OFDM can
suffer from significant distortion due to clipping noise. When overlaying illumination
effects on the performance of the two-phase algorithm, the same conclusions follow as
above, duty cycle altered (PWM) ACO-OFDM performs the best, followed by TDM
using OPPM, and then CDM using OPPM at the standard dimming level ρ = 0.5
When the illumination levels are increased the measurements (RSS, ToF, and AoA)
all improve and the two-phase algorithm performance improves accordingly. When
the illumination levels are decreased the measurements (RSS, ToF, and AoA) all de-
grade and the performance degrades as well. If the only the coarse phase is able to be
conducted, the performance of the coarse-phase is invariant to the illumination level
5change due to the normalization performed in the routine outside of the saturation
and noise floor regions of the photodetectors at the MT.
Providing a framework that serves as a design tool is a large gap in the space of
indoor positioning. It will be shown that there are many requirements (e.g., accuracy,
robustness, cost, power constraints, and latency) that can potentially conflict for a
given application (e.g., a hospital setting, a university, warehouses, or even cubical
workspaces). Many positional algorithms claim performance under specific deploy-
ment assumptions, while the deployment is often unique to the application. The
indoor environment is a complex one, in which the layout directly impacts the perfor-
mance of a positioning system, especially when the positioning system is an auxiliary
function to primary functions of WiFi and lighting systems. Conventional algorithms
can still be applied in new environments and this framework provides the mechanism
for designers to more readily evaluate the trade spaces involved with a technology se-
lection. Overall, this dissertation aims to address the intersection between accuracy,
illumination, and latency in a canonical framework for the next generation of indoor
positioning algorithms and technology using Visible Light.
1.2 Dissertation Structure
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 outlines the general mass-market
adoption requirements, typical performance measures, as well as the medium and
positioning algorithm taxonomy for indoor positioning systems. Chapter 3 continues
with a background on state-of-the-art of indoor positioning approaches, which vary
by measurement type, positioning algorithm, channel environments, and technology.
Furthermore, particular attention is devoted to the visible light medium. The simul-
taneous constraints of illumination, data-rate, latency, and positioning accuracy are
6also discussed. Chapter 4 outlines the novel two-phase positioning framework devel-
oped to firstly coarsely locate a VLC capable mobile target using proximity methods
evaluated using different multiplexing schemes, and secondly to finely locate a VLC
capable mobile target using lateration and angulation techniques, and evaluates the
algorithmic performance per six criteria (accuracy, precision, robustness, complexity,
scalability, and expense) for both pulsed and multicarrier optical modulations. Addi-
tionally we introduce a novel protocol for balancing the fundamental trade-off between
positioning latency and accuracy/precision, as well as the alteration of the two-phase
algorithm’s performance. Chapter 5 discusses the illumination constraints and al-
tered algorithmic performance of the two-phase algorithm for a collection of pulsed
and multicarrier modulation formats that incorporate dimming features. Chapter
6 outlines the indoor LED illumination testbed, in which anchor luminaries use fre-
quency division multiple access to transmit signals to MTs with a photodiode receiver.
The MTs measure RSS as a channel measurement. Finally, Chapter 7 provides the
conclusion of the contributions in this dissertation as well as the future avenues for
advancing research in this domain.
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Indoor Positioning : General
Requirements and Framework
This chapter provides important context to the usefulness of adopting any indoor
positioning approach within an infrastructure (either existing or new). There have
been a plethora of approaches to address the problem and before introducing the aim
that this dissertation proposes to tackle, a clear understanding of the requirements is
essential. This chapter discusses the requirements for mass market adoption, the mea-
sures for performance assessment, and the general taxonomy for indoor positioning
systems (including medium, algorithms, and multiple access schemes).
2.1 Mass Market Adoption Requirements for Indoor Posi-
tioning Systems
In order for any effective indoor positioning technology to be adopted by the mass
market, an intimate understanding of the requirements is essential. For any system
to achieve full adoption many, often conflicting, performance parameters must be
addressed in concert. Herein we enumerate the high level requirements [166] which
will drive lower level requirements as discussed in section 2.2:
• low cost to deploy and maintain
• low power consumption
8• minimal amount of new infrastructure
For existing technologies such as wireless local area network (WLAN), the barri-
ers for adoption are the inadequate availability of reference data and the acquisition
process thereof is very labor intensive. Whereas the barriers to the customized tech-
nologies is simply the high cost for a technology solely devoted to positioning. If a
technology suitable for adoption is going to be adopted, it typically adheres to the
following stages:
• End User Services: Defining what capabilities are derived from employing said
technology.
• Accurate: Requirements are Use Case driven.
• Secure: Authenticated secure communications infrastructure.
• Reliable: Authenticity, integrity, and robustness.
• Quickly Available: Large latency provides positional information out of context.
• User Set Privacy: Can a user maintain anonymity?
• Architecture: Framework supporting the aforementioned qualities.
• Technical Realization: What is the expense and practicality of realization?
• Business Drivers : Where is it needed and in what timeframe for deployment
(e.g., homes or commercial buildings)?
2.2 Performance Measures for Positioning Systems
The environment is crucial to any positioning system implementation; establishing or
exploiting an infrastructure in which reference units may transmit or receive beacon
9signals is required. Secondly, a geometric model must be chosen i.e. an absolute or
relative coordinate system reference, context based, or proximity based. The perfor-
mance of a positioning technique is not entirely determined solely on its accuracy
once the environment has been characterized. There are many other factors to a
positioning system that impact its overall performance such as precision, complexity,
robustness, scalability, and cost.
Accuracy (A) Accuracy (or location error) is often the most important require-
ment of positioning systems and is typically thought to be the exclusive performance
requirement. Most often, the mean distance error, 1
M
∑M
i=1D(ri, r), is adopted as
the performance metric, which is the average Euclidean distance, D(., .) between
the estimated location, rˆ, and the true location of the mobile target, r amongst
the M reference units. The higher the accuracy, the better the system generally is;
however, there is often a tradeoff between accuracy and other performance character-
istics. Some systems compromise between suitable accuracy based on requirements
of the system application and other characteristics that are needed for any realizable
positioning system.
Precision (P) Accuracy considers only the value of distance errors over an av-
eraging period; however, location precision considers how consistently the system
performs at the said accuracy, i.e., it is a measure of the robustness of the positioning
technique as it reveals the variation in its accuracy performance over many trials.
This is inherently a probabilistic measure and can be characterized by the cumulative
probability function (CDF) of the distance error. When two positioning techniques
are compared, if their accuracy metrics are equivalent, the system whose CDF con-
verges to unity faster is preferred due to its distance error being concentrated in small
10
values.
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Figure 2·1: Positioning System Precision : Cumulative Distribution
Function Comparison
For example, consider Figure 2·1, if two (2) positioning systems are under con-
sideration with empirical accuracy of 2 meters, the second system would outperform
the first according to the established CDF precision definition; 88% at 2 meters as
opposed to 82% at 2 meters. However, the first system would outperform the second
according to the established CDF precision definition; 63% at 1 meter as opposed to
41% at 1 meter.
Complexity (C) Computational complexity of the positioning algorithms is often
the primary complexity factor in algorithm design. A centralized processing approach
in which mobile devices report to an infrastructure can often handle the computa-
tional burden due to available processing capability and power. Whereas a distributed
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scheme, in which the mobile targets are responsible for the location determination,
often lack the processing power and battery life to perform some of the sophisticated
signal processing required for many positioning techniques. If the infrastructure is to
be designed with positioning as a core function, algorithms with greater complexity
may be accommodated due to their improved performance. Usually, it is difficult to
derive the analytic complexity formula of different positioning techniques; thus, the
computing time of the location estimates is often considered the metric.
Robustness (R) A positioning technique with high robustness has the ability to
function and provide high confidence estimates when faced with imperfect or degraded
conditions, such as blockage or multipath. An algorithm’s robustness is a measure
of how well it can handle such situations and provide location estimates based upon
incomplete information.
Scalability (S) The scalability of a system ensures the normal positioning function
when the number of positional targets becomes large. A location system is often
required to be scaleable in two dimensions: (1) spatial geography and (2) target
density [95]. Spatial geographic scale implies that as the volume of the positioning
space increases, the algorithm can scale to accommodate. Target density implies that
the number of units located per unit volume per time period. As more volume is
covered or units are crowded in an volume, communication channels may become
congested, more computation may be necessary to perform location positioning, or
infrastructure modification may be required. Another measure of scalability is the
dimensional space of the system. Many current positioning systems can target objects
in either 2-D or 3-D space; however there are some which can support both 2-D and
3-D spaces.
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Expense (E) The expense or cost of a positioning system may depend on many
factors. Important factors include money, time, space, weight, and energy. The cost
of money and time is often coupled to installation of infrastructure and the mainte-
nance of both fixed and mobile nodes. Space and weight constraints are often imposed
on the mobile as it directly attributes to density. Energy is one of the most crucial
cost factors of a positioning system; Some mobile nodes are energy passive and only
respond to external fields (e.g., the RADAR principle), which prolongs mobile op-
erational time. Other mobile nodes which are active and transmit using some form
of power, typically from a battery source, have a limited operational time without
recharging (e.g., a smartphone).
2.3 Taxonomy for Indoor Positioning Systems
Indoor positioning systems require four essential design choices: namely a choice of
physical medium, a multiplexing technique, a measurement technique, and a position-
ing technique. Optionally, if tracking is desired, a tracking technique is also required
to be specified. Positioning techniques are typically designed by firstly considering
the medium or media from which measurements will be taken. Common media are
ultrasonic (US), infrared radiation (IR), optical, magnetic field, and radio frequency
(RF) based. The choice of media has impacts on not only the approaches to localize
and track but also the achievable performance of the system itself. Different media
are susceptible to unique forms of interference and have their own propagation con-
straints including range, multipath, scattering, and penetration through obstacles.
The choice of media has the potential to impact all of the performance metrics that
have been introduced. One of the primary sources of error for indoor positioning is
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multipath, which affects all media with varying degrees of severity.
2.3.1 Example Medium for Indoor Positioning Systems
Visible Light Positioning Taxonomy
Visible Light
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AoA TDoA ToF
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Dead 
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Figure 2·2: Positioning System Taxonomy for Visible Light-based
Technologies
• Visible Light :
– Visible Light : Visible light offers a lot of advantages as a medium, most
notably short range, short impulse response, and indoor ubiquity. Example
approaches are : (a) Proximity, (b) Fingerprinting, (c) Triangulation /
Trilateration, (d) Vision based, and (e) Hybrid Methods.
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– Vision : A wide range of of work on image processing techniques which
focuses on targeting and tracking objects and can fall into the following
categories: (a) Matching to reference maps, (b) Matching references to
images, (c) Matching references to coded targets, (d) Matching references
to projected targets, (e) Multi camera positioning.
• Infrared Light : Infrared light is not able to be perceived by the human eye but
power levels need to be controlled to not damage human eyes. It is directional as
well as short range, but requires additional infrastructure to deploy. There are
three major approaches for indoor positioning using this medium: (a) Thermal
radiation and imaging, (b) active infrared beacons , and (c) artificial infrared
imaging.
• RF:
– WiFi : 802.11 WiFi APs are commonplace in office environments of all
sorts as well as manufacturing facilities, peoples homes etc. and are a
prime candidate for exploiting as beacons for positioning. Example ap-
proaches are : (a) Propagation Modeling, (b) Cell of origin, (c) Empirical
Fingerprinting, (d) Lateration based on Received Signal Strength (RSS),
(e) Lateration based on Time of Arrival (ToA), (f) Lateration based on
Angle of Arrival (AoA), (g) Lateration based on Round Trip Time (RTT)
– Radio Frequency Identification : These are simple systems that consist of
a reader that can either read (a) active RF transceivers, or (b) passive
tags.
– Ultrawideband (UWB) : Ultra wideband (UWB, 802.15.3a/4a) has been
gaining a lot of attention while being applied to the indoor positioning
15
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Figure 2·3: Positioning System Taxonomy for Infrared-based Tech-
nologies
problem. These systems are very accurate and precise and have strong
multipath resistance but come at a great cost in terms of money and in-
frastructure deployment time. Example approaches are : (a) Passive UWB
, (b) Virtual multipath anchors, (c) Direct UWB ranging, and (d) UWB
Fingerprinting.
– Inertial Navigation Systems: An INS can provide estimates of position,
velocity and orientation from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), which
consists of three orthogonally arranged accelerometers, three gyroscopes
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and sometimes a magnetometer. Example approaches are : (a) INS Nav-
igation, (b) Dead Reckoning, (c) INS Navigation with additional sensors,
(d) Foot mounted navigation
RF Positioning Taxonomy
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Figure 2·4: Positioning System Taxonomy or RF-based Technologies
• Acoustic and Ultrasound : Sound has been investigated as an attractive medium
for positioning due to its lower propagation speed, which alleviates the strict
requirement for tight clock synchronization between anchor nodes and posi-
tioning nodes, which leads to not only highly accurate measurements with low
complexity, but also easily separable multipath components from the LOS. Ex-
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ample approaches are : (a) Active device systems, (b) Passive device systems,
and (c) echolocation
Sound Positioning Taxonomy
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Figure 2·5: Positioning System Taxonomy for Sound-based Technolo-
gies
There are many more types of indoor positioning systems to explore in much
greater detail as found in detailed references [106].
2.3.2 Measurements Positioning Techniques for Indoor Positioning Sys-
tems
An overview of the measurement and positioning techniques are presented herein.
The measurement techniques can be summarized as processing signal observables to
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obtain either distances or angles between the anchors and targets. The positioning
techniques can be summarized as transforming the distance, angle, or a combination
of both types of measurements into a coordinate estimate in either an absolute or a
relative coordinate frame. The major positioning techniques rely on angle or distance;
the major measurements that feed such positional techniques are : Angle of Arrival
(AoA), Received Signal Strength (RSS), Time of Flight (ToF), Time Difference of
Arrival (TDoA). AoA bears significant cost in the image sensors required on the
target’s receiver side. RSS based measurements are typically hard to acquire precisely
and can vary with a statistically large variance due to multipath. ToF measurements
require clock synchronization at both the anchor and the mobile target, whereas
TDoA only requires synchronization on the anchor’s side.
Proximity Proximity methods are the most simple as they do not require trian-
gulation, trilateration, or fingerprinting to produce an absolute or relative positional
estimate, but can still often yield very useful results. In visible light positioning
systems the proximity information is typically acquired through identification codes
that are transmitted from each LED luminary and correlated with a database when
a mobile terminal receives it while being underneath its illumination pattern. Some
of the key hurdles to overcome are establishing a mechanism to communicate the
discovered IDs back to a centralized database on the uplink, determining a method
to locally correlate IDs to an overlaid map within the mobile terminal, minimizing
the impact of the downlink communication overhead required to transmit the IDs
continuously but provide enough information to arrive at a positional estimate al-
beit a second stage of estimation e.g., lateration algorithms. With the aid of other
onboard sensors, the mobile terminal can reduce the uncertainty region of the entire
illumination footprint from the corresponding ID to a more narrow segment of the
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illumination footprint. A three dimensional estimate [xˆ, yˆ, zˆ]T is typically arrived at
by finding the known position r through minimization via a function f(rˆ, r). Note
that f(rˆ, r) could account for weighting of proximity or simply be a nearest neighbor
selection.
[xˆ, yˆ, zˆ]T = min
r
f(rˆ, r) (2.1)
Fingerprinting Fingerprinting is commonly known as scene analysis which can
produce relative positional estimates by matching real time (online) measurements,
typically of received signal strength, with a database filled with training (offline)
measurements acquired at particular positions within the indoor environment. Fin-
gerprinting has gained a lot of popularity for use in many positioning approaches,
but one of its main shortcomings is if the environment changes the reflections, refrac-
tions, and absorptions of electromagnetic signals greatly affect the measurements and
often times require a new offline training phase to be conducted. The mechanism by
which the online and offline data are matched is typically accomplished via pattern
recognition or machine learning techniques. At an overview level, the objective is to
be able to separate or classify data into groups; this can be accomplished linearly or
non-linearly. A collection of measurements of any type is denoted by the vectorMmj .
In fingerprinting a vector rˆ is selected from a database to minimize a basis function
minr f(rˆ, r). Example vectors of measurements are given as follows from M anchor
transmissions:
• ToF Measurements: Mmj = [ToFj,1, T oFj,2, T oFj,3, ...T oFj,M ]T
• TDoA Measurements: Mmj = [TDoAj,1, TDoAj,2, TDoAj,3, ...TDoAj,M ]T
• RSS Measurements: Mmj = [RSSj,1, RSSj,2, RSSj,3, ...RSSj,M ]T
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• AoA Measurements: Mmj = [AoAj,1, AoAj,2, AoAj,3, ...AoAj,M ]T
[xˆ, yˆ, zˆ]T = min
r
f(rˆ, r) (2.2)
Fingerprinting-Probabilistic Methods Typically an indoor space can be
partitioned into discrete coordinates, at which measurements may be taken : L1,
L2, L3, ..LM At each of these locations there is probability that the occurrence of
that location Li exists independent of any other factors: P (Li). The probability
of a measurement vector being obtained independent of other influencing factors is
denoted by P (r). The conditional probability of obtaining a measurement r given
a particular discrete location Li is given by: P (r|Li). A conventional result after
the application of Bayes’ rule allows one to determine the probability of observing a
particular measurement vector r and a particular discrete location Li simultaneously:
P (r, Li).
P (Li, r) =
P (r|Li)P (Li)
P (r)
(2.3)
P (r|Li) = P (r1|Li)× P (r2|Li)× P (r3|Li)× ...× P (rM |Li) (2.4)
[xˆ, yˆ, zˆ]T =
M∑
i=1
P (Li|r)[xˆLi, yˆLi, zˆLi]T =
M∑
i=1
P (r|Li)[xˆLi , yˆLi, zˆLi ]T (2.5)
Fingerprinting- Machine Learning: Linear Separable If the measure-
ments are linearly separable, the classification problem is defined to be separable
if ∃ a weight vector, affine offset pair (w, b) such that the classes of labels may be
separated by a hyperplane in the hypothesis space.
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wr + b ≥ 1 ∀r ∈ Class1
wr + b ≤ −1 ∀r ∈ Class2 (2.6)
Although there exits such a hyperplane that divides the classes, it is a natural
extension to expect errors in pattern classification to occur when the channel mea-
surements within each of the classes are subject to interference or noise. Depending
on the power of interference mis-classification may occur; it is prudent to not only
find a hyperplane, but one with maximum separation margin amongst the classes it
separates, this is one of the main objectives of support vector machines. The ultimate
goal is to return a Dˆ to enable [xˆ, yˆ, zˆ]T to be a closest match to the trained data.
Fingerprinting- Machine Learning: Linear Non-Separable Sometimes
the channel measurements do not adhere to the nice linear separable structure dis-
cussed; a penalty function can be imposed on the problem to model classes that
traverse the linear separating hyperplane. This penalty can be thought of as a train-
ing error. In the linear separable problem the objective was to maximize the margin
of the separating hyperplane, whereas in the non-separable case the objective is to
maximize the margin and minimize the training error.
Fingerprinting- Machine Learning: k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) kNN
is perhaps one of the most simple algorithms used to determine the location of mobile
mj ’s position r is to search for the k closest matches to the constructed map in the
database in the root mean square (RMS) sense. The kNN can be averaged with or
without distance weights. The parameter k can adapted to tune the performance of
the estimator.It is largely dependent on the layout and sampling of the space.
The estimated position rˆ is given by:
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rˆ =
∑k
j=1
rmobilej
D(rmobile
j
,r)+D0∑k
j=1
1
D(rmobilej ,r)+D0
(2.7)
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Figure 2·6: Machine Learning Approaches: k - Nearest Neighbors.
Recall that D(rmobilej , r) represents the Euclidean distance between the true loca-
tion r and the location estimate of the jth mobile terminal, D0 is an offset factor to
prevent an indeterminate form . Establishing hyperplane separation for classification
problems is often not general enough in demanding applications such as positioning,
which implies that linear discriminants are not sufficient. Often the linear problem is
mapped to a higher dimensional space through a transformation Φ(−) : Rm → Rn.
It is the learning of this non-linearity that is accomplished in parallel with applying
the linear discriminant.
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Fingerprinting- Machine Learning: Support Vector Machines (SVM)
Recall, one of the goals of the linear separable problems is to separate the classes in
an effective manner such as to maximize the margin between them. By minimizing the
weight vector, ||w||, such a hyperplane is determined, where its margin is considered
to be the distance between the convex hulls of the classes measured along the weight
vector w, which is perpendicular to the separating hyperplane. The procedure to
minimize ||w||, can be solved by quadratic programming (QP) methods; its primal
and dual forms are presented [42].
minw,b
1
2
||w||2
s.t.γi(wri + b) ≥ 1, i ∈ {1, 2, ...,M} (2.8)
maxΛΛ · 1− 12ΛDΛ
s.t.Λγ = 0
Λ ≥ 0
(2.9)
Λ = (λ1, λ2, ..., λM) and the set of {rj ∋ λj > 0} are called the support vectors, and
they correspond directly to constraints which are active in the dual QP for minimizing
||w||. The matrix D has elements Di,j = γiγjrirj . If the QP has a basic feasible
solution in the primal and dual then ∃w∗ ⇒ b∗ = γj−w∗rj for any support vector rj.
This development provides the classifier for separable linear problems with maximum
margin between classes.
g(r) = sgn
M∑
i=1
γiλir · ri + b∗ (2.10)
Although, the construction of SVMs are typically motivated by linear separable
problems and then linear non-separable problems, SVMs applied to positioning are
built upon non-linear hypotheses that may eliminate the undesirable effects of non-
separability. Moreover, linear classifiers that are separable are typically not complex
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Figure 2·7: Machine Learning Approaches: Support Vector Machines
enough to have a capability to separate classes and/or labels; therefore the data is
mapped into a richer non-linear feature space, while maintaining the linear hyperplane
separation. This approach has the feature space transformed accordingly Φ(r) :
R
m → Rn, where n > m.
g(r) = sgn
M∑
i=1
γiλiΦ(r) · Φ(ri) + b∗ (2.11)
The product of the non-linear feature mappings K(r, ri) = Φ(r) ·Φ(ri) is termed
the kernel. Several types of kernels, K(r, ri) are used in SVM:
• (1) Dot Product K(r, ri) = r · ri,
• (2) Polynomial functions : K(r, ri) = (r · ri + 1)d,
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• (3) Radial Basis Functions (RBF) : K(r, ri) = e−β||r−ri||2,
• (4) Sigmoids or Neural Kernels : K(r, ri) = tanh(ar · ri + b)
• (5) ANOVA kernel : K(r, ri) =
(∑n
j=1 e
−β(rj−rji )
)d
.
All of the kernels share the property that as ri deviates further from r, the kernel
K(r, ri) becomes small. SVMs rely on pre-processing data to represent patterns in
a much higher dimension than the original feature space; the kernel provides this
mapping. If sufficient a capability to separate classes and/or labels is obtained, the
data can always be classified by hyperplane separation [23, 42, 75, 168].
Trilateration, Multilateration, and Triangulation
Trilateration: Time of Flight (ToF) Another means to obtain a distance mea-
surement between anchor and mobile target is the through the ToF. The ToF of
a transmitted signal is proportional to the distance traveled. The constant of pro-
portionality is the velocity of the signal (the speed of light, c). One of the main
constraints is the coupling between clock synchronization and supporting such mea-
surements [94].
It is when the synchronization of clocks occur that one may determine distance
from target j to anchor k: D(rmobilej , rk), by the product of the propagation speed c
and ToFj,k. If we define the transmission time as tk and the received time tj , then
ToFj,k = (tj − tk)
D(rmobilej , rk) = c · (ToFj,k) (2.12)
If the distance travelled is two-way (i.e. from the anchor to the target and back
to the anchor) including turn around time of the device, τ , it is termed two-way ToF
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Figure 2·8: Trilateration Geometric Illustration: Spheres defined by
ToF Measurements;
and is defined mathematically as:
2D(rmobilej , rk) = c · (ToFj,k − τ) (2.13)
To arrive at a positional measurement from these ToF derived distances, trilatera-
tion is employed (e.g., determining the intersection of spheres) [32, 105]. Trilateration
is a technique used to compute a position of an target j, given its distance mea-
surements D(rmobilej , r0), D(r
mobile
j , r1), D(r
mobile
j , r2) in three dimensional Euclidean
space R3 from, at a minimum, three transmission sources. Trilateration gathers three
(3) non-coplanar reference range measurements as follows:
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(xj − x0)2 + (yj − y0)2 + (zj − z0)2 = D2(rmobilej , r0)
(xj − x1)2 + (yj − y1)2 + (zj − z1)2 = D2(rmobilej , r1)
(xj − x2)2 + (yj − y2)2 + (zj − z2)2 = D2(rmobilej , r2)
(2.14)
The simple idea is that the point of intersection of these three (3) spheres will
yield the exact location of the target mj , r
mobile
j . A closed form solution of the
trilateration problem is provided in [105]. These distance relationships are obtained
from measuring the ToF of the signal of interest.
Typically this is solved via a least squares algorithm. The following matrices are
defined such that Arˆmj = b:
A = 2


xn − x1 yn − y1 zn − z1
...
...
...
xn − xn−1 yn − yn−1 zn − zn−1

 (2.15)
b =


(r21 − r2n)− (x21 − x2n)− (y21 − y2n)− (z21 − z2n)
...
(r2n−1 − r2n)− (x2n−1 − x2n)− (y2n−1 − y2n)− (z2n−1 − z2n)

 (2.16)
rˆmj =
(
ATA
)−1
ATb (2.17)
Multilateration: Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) If one considers the
difference in reception times rather than each absolute time, the requirement for
synchronization between the transmitters and the receivers is removed, however the
requirement on synchronization amongst the transmitters still exists.
∆D(j,2),(j,1) = D(r
mobile
j , r2)−D(rmobilej , r1)
= c · (ToFj,2 − ToFj,1) = c · (t2 − t1)
(2.18)
The range difference can be rearranged in a manner where one can solve a set of
over-determined linear equations:
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X
Y
Figure 2·9: Multilateration Geometric Illustration: Hyperboloids de-
fined by TDoA Measurements;
(
D(rmobilej , r1) + ∆D(j,2),(j,1)
)2
= D(rmobilej , r2)
2 (2.19)
x21 + y
2
1 + z
2
1 − x22 − y22 − z22 − 2xj(x2 − x1)− 2yj(y2 − y1)− 2zj(z2 − z1)−
2D(rmobilej , r1)∆D(j,2),(j,1) +∆D
2
(j,2),(j,1) = 0
(2.20)
Typically this is solved via a least squares algorithm. The following matrices are
defined such that Arˆmj = b:
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A = 2


x2 − x1 y2 − y1 z2 − z1 −∆D(j,2),(j,1)
...
...
...
...
xn − x1 yn − y1 zn − z1 −∆D(j,n),(j,1)

 (2.21)
b =


(x21 + y
2
1 + z
2
1)− (x22 + y22 + z22) + ∆D2(j,2),(j,1)
...
(x21 + y
2
1 + z
2
1)− (x2n + y2n + z2n) + ∆D2(j,n),(j,1)

 (2.22)
For multilateration we must redefine rj, by augmenting it withD(r
mobile
j , r1) hence
: rmobilej = [xj , yj, zj, D(r
mobile
j , r1)]
T
rˆj
m =
(
ATA
)−1
ATb (2.23)
One can also view multilateration as a received signal Yj(t) is the linear combina-
tion of a delayed transmitted signal X(t) by the distance between the reception and
transmission by D(rmobilej , ri) and the additive noise at the receiver Nj(t).
Yj(t) = X
(
t−D(rmobilej , ri)
) · c+Nj(t) (2.24)
The TDoA estimate is the value TDoA = τ that minimizes the cross-correlation
between two different reception paths, for example the kth signal and the jth signal:
E[Yi(t− τ)Yj(t)] = 1
T
T∫
0
Yi(t− τ)Yj(t)dt (2.25)
The clock rate needs to be high to resolve smaller distances (e.g., for a 15 cm
resolution, a clock rate of 2 GHz is required). To arrive at a positional measurement
from these TDoA derived distances, multilateration is employed (e.g., determining
the intersection of hyperboloids) [28, 46, 108, 141, 148]. Efficient implementations
of the trilateration and multilateration are provided [22, 49, 51].
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Trilateration : Received Signal Strength (RSS) The RSS at the jth receiver,
PR,j , from the k
th transmitter with transmit power PT,k, is yet another observable
that may be used to determine the location of a target. The basis of RSS is that the
received signal power rolls off with the square of separation between the kth anchor
and jth target, Dk,j. In general, the squared distance is proportional to the ratio of
transmitted power to received power via a proportionality factor χ.
PR,j =
χPT,k
D(rmobilej , rk)
2
⇒ D(rmobilej , rk) =
√
χPT,k
PR,j
(2.26)
The same general form applies for an RF channel and a VLC channel:
• RF Channel : χ = GTGR λ216pi2 , where GT is the gain of the transmit antenna,
GR is the gain of the receive antenna, λ is the wavelength of the RF signal.
• VLC Channel : χ = T (φk,j)ARjg (θk,j), where T (φk,j) is the angle of emission
dependent transmit optics, ARj is the effective area of the photodetector, g (θk,j)
is the angle of incidence dependent concentration optics at the receiver.
PRj =
PTkT (φk,j)ARjg (θk,j)
D(rmobilej , rk)
2
(2.27)
D(rmobilej , rk) =
√
PTkT (φk,j)ARjg (θk,j)
PRj
(2.28)
T (φk,j) =
m+ 1
2π
cosm(φk,j) (2.29)
g(θk,j) =


n2
sin2(θk,j)
, if 0 ≤ θk,j ≤ FOV ≤ pi2
0, otherwise
(2.30)
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Triangulation: Angle of Arrival (AoA) AoA is a direction finding technique,
which focuses on the ability to measure angles between transmitters and receivers
rather than distances. AoA finds application in scenarios where antenna are direc-
tional. An illustration of this scenario can be view in Figure 2·10 with a covariance
matrix of all AoA’s S
Imaging Receiver
Lens
Figure 2·10: Triangulation Geometric Illustration: Triangle defined
by AoA Measurements
A =


− sin β1 cos β1
...
...
− sin βn cos βn

 (2.31)
b =


y1 cos β1 − x1 sin β1
...
yn cos βn − xn sin βn

 (2.32)
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ˆrmobilej =
(
ATA
)−1
ATb (2.33)
rˆj
m = argmin
1
2
[θ(rˆj
m)− β]T S−1 [θ(rˆjm)− β] = argmin1
2
N∑
i=1
θi(rˆj
m)− βi
σ2i
(2.34)
In the 3-dimensional scenario typically Azimuth and Elevation angle estimations
along with Heading, Pitch, and Roll are required to arrive at a positional estimate.
Combination of odometer and gyroscopes provides triangulation improvement [19].
Routines like Iterative Newton Rhapson, Geometric Circle Intersection, Iterative
Search, and Geometric Triangulation are options for triangulation implementation
[31]. To further refine positional estimates based on AoA, optimization subject to
geometric constraints can be applied to improve performance [18, 94].
2.3.3 Multiplexing Schemes for Indoor Positioning Systems
One of the core aspects of any positioning systems is the MT ability to distinguish
reference measurements from the Anchors. As were illustrated in the taxonomy, there
are several options to employ such as time division multiplexing, frequency division
multiplexing, code division multiplexing, wavelength division multiplexing, and space
division multiplexing.
Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) Many systems and studies have employed
a TDM scheme to segregate anchor signals. In such a scheme each anchor is allo-
cated a time slot in which their transmission takes place. Figure 2·11 illustrates this
concept using an example of 4 timeslots. Anchor 1 transmits in Timeslot 1 and does
not transmit in Timeslots 2, 3, and, 4. This approach necessitates synchronization
amongst all anchors such that the coordination can happen, or at a very minimum a
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collision avoidance scheme. Furthermore, one can observe that the downside to this
is as the number of anchors grow, the latency in position updates will become large.
Furthermore, time resolution could also impact position estimates if the measurement
frame has time resolution on the same order of the device’s movement dynamics. An
advantage, however, to TDM is the simplicity in the MTs receiver design. Using
TDM as a multiplexing scheme enables the use of TDoA, (ToF if the Anchors and
MT are synchronized as well) RSS, and AoA measurements.
Figure 2·11: Time Division Multiplexing amongst 4 Timeslots
Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) Wavelength Division Multiplex-
ing (WDM) FDM as opposed to TDM is an asynchronous multiplexing technique
and does not require the anchors to coordinate their transmissions as each transmis-
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sion is modulated onto a different frequency as illustrated in Figure 2·12 with four
candidate transmission frequencies. The simplicity on the anchor side pushes the
complexity to the MTs ability to de-multiplex the signals from all anchors within its
field of view. For the purpose of this dissertation, OFDM is investigated as a form of
FDM. One of the major downsides of OFDM is the effect of inter-symbol interference
(ISI) due to transmission at high symbol rates, yet OFDM has an advantage that
its use with an appropriate length cyclic prefix can enable high-rate communication
over the visible light channel while providing asynchronous multiple access. FDM
approaches enable scalability of the network as opposed to TDM approaches. An-
other perspective on FDM can be viewed as WDM, since frequency and wavelength
are inversely proportional via the speed of light λ = c/f . In the optics field, color is
conventionally specified in terms of wavelength λ. In terms of visible light position-
ing, anchor LEDs can be muti-chip e.g., Red Green Blue Yellow (RGBY), RGB, etc.
These LEDs can be controlled to create different color renderings at the MT and the
MT could be designed to have a receiver to de-multiplex the colors from each anchor;
this is also an asynchronous multiplexing scheme. The aims of this dissertation use
blue phosphor LEDs as the Anchor nodes and as such WDM is not explored herein.
For both FDM and WDM, without the requirement of synchronization being met,
only RSS or AoA measurements may be obtained.
Code Division Multiplexing (CDM) CDM is yet another asynchronous mul-
tiplexing approach which does not require major infrastructure investment in which
unique codes are applied to each Anchor Luminaire. The MT must have knowledge of
all the unique codes to uncover each code by transmitted by each Anchor. An illustra-
tion of the CDM is in Figure 2·13. It should be noted that CDM has a rich library of
codes with attractive auto correlation properties that have been explored in both RF
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Figure 2·12: Frequency Division Multiplexing amongst 4 Frequencies
communications (e.g., m-codes and Gold Sequences) and Unipolar Fiber Optic com-
munications (e.g., Optical Orthogonal Codes and Prime Codes) RSS measurements
can be calculated from the autocorrelation peak at the MT. AoA measurements can
also be calculated using directional antenna arrays derived from RSS element mea-
surements. An investigation of the effect on multiple access interference using such
codes concluded that extended quadratic sequences, a type of prime code is best used
for visible light positioning systems. [37]. CDM is more robust to noise sources than
either FDM or TDM, yet it suffers from multiple access interference (MAI). It has
also been proposed that increasing the code length as well as the MT FoV can help
to eliminate the MAI on positioning error [37]. CDM approaches as FDM enable a
scalable network.
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Figure 2·13: Code Division Multiplexing amongst 4 Spreading Codes
Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) SDM has been viewed as a major multi-
plexing technology using visible light, due to the inherent application of vision pro-
cessing on any MT having an image sensor (e.g., current smartphone handsets), but
the performance can vary widely based on pixel resolution of the sensor and the front
end optical filters and lenses. SDM greatly simplifies the infrastructure costs on the
anchor side, but in terms of optimizing positioning accuracy it pushes a large amount
of complexity on the MT receiver design. The focus of this dissertation does not
consider SDM.
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Chapter 3
Indoor Positioning : Background and
Significance
3.1 Summary of State of the Art Non-Visible Light Position-
ing System Approaches
The design of indoor positioning systems can generally be grouped into two main high
level approaches: (1) exploiting existing infrastructure and developing algorithms to
optimize performance given the infrastructure available under its constraints or (2)
designing specialized solutions that address the fundamental issues that are core to
the positioning problem using the best technologies available to solve the problem.
In this chapter we introduce a representative sample of the state-of-the-art for both
approaches that exploit existing infrastructure and those that create specialized so-
lutions [41].
3.1.1 Infrastructure Exploitation Localization Approaches (IELA)
Firstly, let one consider positioning system designs that exploit existing infrastructure.
The infrastructure commonly found in indoor spaces can be grouped into three groups:
(a)Indoor Lighting Systems, (b) Closed Circuit Television (CCTV), and (c) 802.11
WiFi Access Points (AP).
Indoor Lighting Systems We have addressed the state of the art for lighting
systems in section 3.2 in more detail as this is the focus of this dissertation, but
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reinforce here that using lighting is an IELA.
CCTV A wide range of work on image processing techniques which focuses on
targeting and tracking objects (e.g., humans or even abstract shapes, etc.) [107, 156].
The focus of this dissertation does not explore further conventional camera based
approaches and algorithms.
WLAN/Wi-Fi 802.11 WiFi APs are commonplace in office environments of all
sorts as well as manufacturing facilities, people’s homes etc. Their deployment is
such that communication coverage is provided through site surveys (typical range is
20 meters). One of the benefits of using WiFi APs is their ubiquity; mainly there is
quite frequently an opportunity to have three or more in a mobile device’s range to use
these signals to arrive at a positional estimate either through propagation/pathloss
modeling, cell of origin determination and empirical methods. WiFi (RF technologies
in general) has an attractive property of being able to penetrate walls, however they
suffer from severe multipath, scattering, diffraction, and reflection in an indoor setting
and although sophisticated signal processing and diversity techniques are available to
improve communication performance, its application to location estimation can be
cumbersome without more sophisticated algorithmic support. This support, if great
enough, can potentially impact the attractiveness of exploiting the existing infras-
tructure and lead the designer to consider an entirely new system. Due to these
downsides, using WiFi access point’s RSS, ToF, or even AoA is unpredictable and
unreliable. This in fact leads many researchers to gravitate more towards the em-
pirical concept of Scene Analysis or fingerprinting. This approach has two phases,
the first of which (learning) determines features of a scene and the second is to es-
timate the target location via object matching, often employed via machine learning
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algorithms (e.g probabilistic methods, k-Nearest Neighbors, Neural Networks, Sup-
port Vector Machines), some examples include [2, 29, 42, 65, 75]. The focus of
dissertation does not attempt to further research in the area of fingerprinting as
the indoor environments and the dynamic nature of occupants and objects within
can affect the database of fingerprints acquired during the learning phase. Other
attempts to acquire a location estimate using WiFi have employed probabilistic tech-
niques such as Baysean Networks or Hypothesis Testing. A portion of Table 3.1
summarizes examples of the state of the art for these infrastructure exploiting tech-
niques. [11, 15, 27, 43, 72, 85, 99, 103, 121, 122, 135, 137, 164, 182]. Location codes
[136, 137] are an interesting technique which can be overlaid on proximity-based po-
sitioning schemes to improve accuracy and robustness. Despite this work supporting
any physical connection mechanism, it is better suited for media which allow over-
lapping areas (RF) and not inherently short-range media such as visible light, which
is the focus of this dissertation. The codes enable a mobile communication device to
uniquely determine its position based on the collection of received packets.
3.1.2 Specialized Localization Approaches (SLA)
Secondly, let one consider positioning system designs and products devoted solely to
providing positioning and tracking information indoors; this is accomplished through
(a) pseudolites (indoor GPS), (b) sound, (c) infrared, (d) ultra-wide band (UWB) ,
(e) bluetooth, and (f) Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems. These SLA
systems can be further decomposed into longer range and proximity systems. Prox-
imity positioning provides relative location estimates rather than absolute, and are
relatively simpler to implement. Having a dense grid of beacons with well known
positions lends itself to apply proximity based positioning, which can drive up cost.
Longer-range systems tend to employ the positioning techniques discussed in section
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2.3 and require more computing resources but generally attain higher accuracy and
can also drive up cost when they are not a dual-use system as IELA’s are. Signifi-
cant research in the domain of sensor networks has also been established to localize
and coordinate in a distributed fashion and focuses more abstractly on connectivity
without a direct dependency a particular medium.
Pseudolites Pseudolites mimic the concept of GPS satellites in an indoor environ-
ment. Locata Corporation has invented a new positioning technology called Locata
[13], for precision positioning both indoors and outside. A LocataNet is formed when
many time-synchronized pseudolite transceivers (LocataLites) transmit signals to all
participating Locata. Each target Locata employs a positioning technique based on
the received phase measurements of the carrier and has been validated to produce
subcentimeter precision [13]. Pseudolite approaches are costly as they require in-
frastructure installments and proprietary mobile devices to localize with documented
high precision accuracy. Other systems also exist that try to exploit the indoor en-
vironment. Pinpoint is a commercialized RF positioning system based on a multiple
cell architecture, where each cell has a designated controller and all candidate tar-
gets are required to wear tags [165]. Pinpoint used TOF as a measurement type
and hyperbolic trilateration as a positioning technique. Accuracy has been reported
to be better than piggy-back scheme, but, again, at the expense of infrastructure
modification.
Sound Sound has been investigated as an attractive medium for positioning due
to its lower propagation speed, which alleviates the strict requirement for tight clock
synchronization between anchor nodes and positioning nodes, which leads to not only
highly accurate measurements with low complexity, but also easily separable multi-
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path components from the LOS. This propagation speed also poses a security risk for
location spoofing and it varies with ambient temperature distribution. Ultrasound
ranging is typically used on short range (a couple meters), highly accurate applica-
tions. Common components are generally inexpensive at a 40 kHz frequency, but
modifications to infrastructure are required to allow such a system as opposed to say
RF or VL where the goal is to exploit infrastructure to localize. Designing a location
system for a single environment presents difficulties when the system is applied to
other environments. To successfully bridge the differences in environments, different
types of sensors are used to overcome the limitations of a single type of positioning
sensor, hybrid systems attempt to compensate for the shortcomings of a single tech-
nology by using multiple sensor types. SmartLOCUS [21] uses synchronized RF and
ultrasound differential time of flight measurements to determine the inter-nodal range
between any two nodes. HP Labs researchers developed several techniques to create
relative coordinate geometries with little user intervention. To create an absolute
frame of reference and tie inter-nodal topology to building geometry, a minimum of
three or four nodes (for 2-D or 3-D positioning) must be preassigned to suitable fixed
locations. All the remaining nodes are free to move, and locations are continuously
updated and known to the rest of the system. The Cricket system [126, 127, 147]
estimates both position and orientation reasonably well and uses a dual medium of
ultrasonic and RF aids in system robustness and requires one beacon per sixteen
square feet. Active Bat [61] requires a large beacon density mounted on the ceiling
and uses a 75 Hz update cycle. The system in [134] also uses a dual Ultrasonic/RF
medium but uses the RF medium for synchronization and uses the Ultrasonic medium
to transmit the sequence. The AHLoS system [140] has accuracy degradation issues
as the network size increases. The Dolphin system [63] focuses on hop by hop imple-
mentation. The SSL system [17] uses audible sound measured on microphone arrays
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to perform a steepest descent multilateration from inter-microphone time differences
of arrival. Often Ultrasound is combined with radio to create hybrid approaches that
rely on only signal measurements i.e. radio signal strength, sound direction, etc.
Infrared Introducing optical and/or infrared technologies to positioning allow ex-
pansion beyond what ultrasound can provide, particularly imaging. IR reflects off of
many indoor surfaces, but due to scattering only a few multipath pulses are of sig-
nificance to the channel response, whereas RF suffers from severe multipath indoors.
Directionality and lack of wall penetration allow wavelength reuse and enhanced secu-
rity; however range is limited to maximally to 5 meters and a direct LOS is required.
IR can be used in the active configuration, where beacons transmit/receive to tar-
gets using IR LEDs/PDs or a Passive configuration in which environment radiation
or thermal imaging techniques are applied. One of the major downsides to IR is
that with positioning, sufficient power levels may require too much power to over-
come interference, which in excess levels can be harmful to humans. The infrared
radiation (IR) channel provides a short-range, directional, non-interfering communi-
cation medium to be used in indoor spaces. IR is typically used in short range line
of sight (LOS) personal communication applications due to power regulations and its
narrow-transmission-angle selectivity in reception of signals. Many IR considerations
for positioning are used in a hybrid context, where some of the fine grain attractive
features of IR are used in conjunction with a coarse grain media (e.g., RF) to improve
upon standalone RF performance [111, 123, 149]. One of the first IR positioning sys-
tems was Active Badge [164] requiring users to wear customized badges and also
a unique fifteen second transmission sequence to maintain synchronization amongst
nodes. It is based on proximity information acquired by ceiling-mounted infrared
receivers. Its performance is good within the room and with practically stationary
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targets (due to its low update rate). Another wearable tracking system in [58] uses a
unique synchronization code and determines position based on overlapping elliptical
zones of interest; tracking is accomplished via a Kalman filter model. Infrared sys-
tems can also include image-based approaches: In [150] an array of three infrared
cameras is used in a LOS configuration and performs image triangulation through
dynamic referencing. Whereas in [5] a stereo infrared camera solution is provided
using a 640 × 480 pixel resolution and accounts for fluorescent light interference, but
yet again relies heavily on direct LOS to compute position via triangulation.
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) Ultra wideband (UWB, 802.15.3a/4a) has been gain-
ing a lot of attention while being applied to the indoor positioning problem. These
systems are very accurate and precise but come at a great cost in terms of money
and infrastructure deployment time. The principle idea behind UWB is that a wide
spectrum is being used by sending ultra short pulse sequences less than a nanosecond
in pulse width from anchors to targets. These pulses are attractive in the multipath
environment, as the LOS path can be extracted with greater ease than other RF
signals. The core application of UWB has been aimed at multimedia services. UWB
has been gaining a lot of attention as an alternative tagging system to RFID. These
tags are more power efficient and operate over a larger bandwidth. Moreover, they
are very robust in the presence of other forms of RF interference including multipath
effects. UWB communication requires strict time synchronization and fits naturally
into a positioning application as ToF can be precisely determined. The positioning
accuracy can be within 20 cm. The only potential form of destructive interference
are liquids and metallic materials [50]. Most often UWB systems use multiple mea-
surement techniques TDoA and AoA, which reduces the number of required UWB
readers. Many UWB systems are commercialized such as Ubisense [151], which uses
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AoA and TDoA with an unlimited amount of networked UWB readers, Sapphire Dart
[35], Fontana [50], and MSSI [157] all use ToF.
Bluetooth Bluetooth has had significant presence in mobile devices over the past
decade; smartphones, laptops, and PDAs are integrated with bluetooth technology.
Bluetooth, as opposed to WiFi, is ad-hoc in nature and does not require an established
infrastructure, but operates in a much shorter range (10-15 meters). Every Bluetooth
device has a unique ID, akin to RFID. The Topaz local positioning solution is based on
a Bluetooth infrastructure and accessory products. This modular positioning solution
is made up of three types of elements: positioning server(s), wireless access points,
and wireless tags. The system’s performance makes it suitable for tracking humans
and assets. This system provides room-wise accuracy (or, alternatively, 2-m spatial
accuracy), with 95 % reliability. The positioning delay is 1530 s. The performance is
further enhanced in their new generation Topaz system that integrates infrared and
other transducers, with the Bluetooth positioning and communication capabilities.
Antti et al. present the design and implementation of a Bluetooth Local Positioning
Application (BLPA) [87]. First, they convert the received signal power levels to
distance estimates according to a simple propagation model, and then, they use the
extended kalman filter to compute 3-D position estimate on the basis of distance
estimates. The accuracy of BLPA is reported to be 3.76 m. A similar work has been
performed by [47, 59]
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Another alternative is to employ RF
identification to localize and track targets using RFID readers and tags. RFID is a
technology that can provide positioning information via proximity through unique
identification. RFID systems can be either passive (e.g., no transmission) or active.
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Passive RFID’s reflect the RF signal transmitted to them from a reader and encode
information by modulating the reflected signal back to the transmitter. Although
passive RFID’s operate without a power source, an attractive feature for mobile de-
vices, their range is limited to roughly 2 meters. In terms of interference with other
RF equipment (e.g., WLAN), system designers have a choice amongst spectra (Low
Frequency (LF), High Frequency (HF), Ultra High Frequency (UHF), and Super High
Frequency (SHF)). Active tags do require the use of a power source and actively trans-
mit information rather than simply reflect it. The advantages to active tags are that
they transmit an ID and potentially other types of information, unique to themselves
and their range is over five times that of passive IDs (10 meters). Several commercial
products are available [62, 118, 155]. The variations on RFID implementations is
rather shallow as the systems are fairly simple in their implementation. RFID is typi-
cally used as a proximity metric rather than a technology that attempts to determine
its exact location. RFID does not perform well in determining exact location, but
rather proximity (e.g., is a target in a certain room). In some applications, proximity
is sufficient, whereas others require a greater accuracy. Representative examples of
the state of the art systems using RFID technology include SpotOn [62] and LAND-
MARC [118]. The SpotOn system computes inter-target distances by measuring
the RSS and applying an aggregation algorithm. SpotOn operates in a distributed
ad-hoc manner, but achieves surprisingly high precision and accuracy by exploiting
density of mobile targets and RSS correlation. LANDMARC attempts to improve
the RFID system accuracy by requiring more fixed reference beacon tags with known
locations. It does require an RSS measurement from every participating target to
apply the kNN approach to determine the target’s proximity. The performance of
RFID systems are able to determine proximity to within a couple meters at a fairly
inexpensive cost.
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We summarize our evaluation the state-of-the-art approaches for device position-
ing in Table 3.1 and in Table 3.2 per the performance criteria discussed in Section
2.2. The performance criteria for Complexity (C), Robustness (R), Scalability (S),
and Expense (E) are grouped into three (3) qualitative categories with the respective
assessment rationales:
• Low: requires minimal resources to perform positioning (i.e. CPU, RAM, num-
ber of signals, number of sensors and beacons, and of course required economic
expense)
• Moderate: requires nominal resources to perform positioning
• High: requires substantial resources to perform positioning
The performance criteria for Accuracy (A) and Precision (P) are quantitative mea-
sures and are reported as such if they are published. In the event that the performance
is not reported in the literature, the designation ’NR’ is used to indicate Not Reported.
Keeping in mind the specific aims of this dissertation representative examples of state
of the art solutions are presented to provide an overview of the different technologies
applied to different media, Table 3.1 does not aim to provide an exhaustive taxon-
omy of indoor positioning technologies which can be found in [106]. For example,
we shall discuss why the following technologies are not applicable to the scope of our
investigation.
• Fingerprinting requires significant offline training and in the context of an in-
door room where objects within can and are often moved around, the database
can become stale. This lends itself to error prone positioning, especially since
the broad range of surface texture and sheen of objects can reflect and absorb
visible light differently.
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• Conventional Camera-based (Optical/Infrared) and Heat Signature (Infrared)
Methods do not apply to our aims.
• The Footprint of the space we are aiming to localize is within a room with open
doorways allowing light to traverse wall boundaries, not across multiple floors
or on a single floor with walls fully separating rooms.
• Infrared Proximity based systems require additional resources not natively in-
side an indoor space and can require a dense grid of beacons to provide adequate
performance. One can trivially implement a proximity scheme to inform a user
of being in a certain room or not, we aim to determine where within that room
the user is. Visible Light shares similar proximity properties as infrared, but
visible light has to endure more interference and the power levels can be signif-
icantly different than infrared as well.
• Directionality of Ultrasonic Sound, especially ultrasonic, has lower propagation
speed and directional qualities that are attractive for effective positioning. Vis-
ible Light is directional akin to sound, but the propagation speed benefit is not
there for light.
• Robust Locating Codes can be applied to short range signaling such as visible
light, but the code reduces to being just the vertex of the graph [136, 137] as
opposed to having to fully employ an identification code construction algorithm.
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Indoor Positioning Systems
Reference Medium Measurement Algorithm Performance
SLA [164] Infrared RSS Cell of Ori-
gin (Proxim-
ity)
A= 7cm
P= 14cm@95%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [58] Infrared ToF Trilateration
A= 1m
P= NR
C= Moderate
R = High
S= High
E = Moderate
SLA [59] Bluetooth RSS Proximity
A= 10m
P= NR
C= Low
R = Moderate
S= High
E = Low
SLA [150] Infrared Camera Array
of 3
Triangulation
Dynamic
Referencing
A= 0.1mm
P=0.5mm@ 95%
C=Moderate
R =Low
S= Moderate
E = High
SLA [5] Infrared
Stereo
Cameras
AoA Triangulation
A= 16.67 cm
P= NR
C= High
R = Low
S= Moderate
E = High
SLA [61] Ultrasound Proximity
TDoA
Trilateration
A= 3cm
P=9cm@95%
C= Moderate
R =Moderate
S= Low
E = Moderate
SLA [126,
127, 147]
Ultrasound
/RF
TDoA Trilateration
A= 6cm/3◦
P= 10cm@95%
C= Low
R = High
S= Low
E = Low
SLA [134] Ultrasound
/RF
ToF Trilateration
A= 10cm
P= NR
C= Low
R = High
S= Moderate
E = Low
SLA [140] Ultrasound
/RF
ToF Iterative
Multilatera-
tion
A= 2cm
P= NR
C= Moderate
R =Low
S= Low
E = Low
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SLA [63] Ultrasound/
RF
ToF Trilateration
A= 15cm - 1m
P=NR
C=Moderate
R =High
S=Low
E =Moderate
SLA [17] Audible
Sound
TDoA Steepest De-
scent Multi-
lateration
A= 0.135m
P= NR
C= Moderate
R =High
S= Low
E = Low
SLA [155] RFID RSS Proximity
A= 2-3m
P= NR
C= High
R =Moderate
S= Low
E = Moderate
SLA [62] RFID RSS Trilateration
A= 3m
P= NR
C= Low
R =Moderate
S= High
E = Low
SLA [118] Active
RFID
RSS k-NN Fin-
gerprinting
A= 1-2m
P= 1m@50%
C= Low
R =Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
IELA [11],
[10]
RF-WLAN RSS or SNR k-NN Fin-
gerprinting
Scene
Analysis
A= 3-5m
P= 5.9m@90%
C= Moderate
R =High
S= High
E = Low
IELA [43] RF-WLAN RSS Probabilistic
Method Tri-
angulation
A= 1m
P= 2m@50%
C= Moderate
R =High
S= High
E = Low
IELA [85] RF-WLAN RSS Probabilistic
Method
A= 2.31m
P= 2m@72%
C= Moderate
R =Moderate
S= High
E = Low
IELA [158] RF-WLAN RSS Triangulation
A= 3m
P= NR
C= Low
R =Low
S= High
E = Moderate
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SLA [47] Bluetooth RSS Proximity
A= 2.06m
P= NR
C= Low
R =Low
S= High
E = Moderate
IELA [185] RF-WLAN RSS Probabilistic
Method
A= 2m
P= 2.1m@90%
C= Moderate
R =High
S= High
E = Low
IELA [139] RF-WLAN RSS Neural Net-
works
A= 2.57m
P= NR
C= Moderate
R = High
S= Moderate
E = Low
IELA [15] RF-WLAN RSS Neural Net-
work
A= 2.3m
P= NR
C= Moderate
R =Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Low
SLA [7] Sensor
Networks /
Motes
RSS Weighted
MMSE
Traingula-
tion
A= 1.5m
P= 3.8m@50%
C= High
R =Moderate
S= High
E = Low
SLA [50] UWB TDoA NR
A= 30cm
P=NR
C= Low
R =High
S= High
E = High
SLA
[98, 104]
Audible
Sound
ToF Multi- later-
ation
A= NR
P= 40cm@90%
C= Low
R =Low
S= Moderate
E = Low
LocataNet
[13]
Narrowband
RF
RToF Proprietary
A= 2cm
P= NR
C= Low
R =Low
S= High
E = High
SLA [165] Narrowband
RF
RToF Ranging and
Range Com-
bining
A= 1.27m
P= NR
C= Low
R =Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Low
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SLA [99] Narrowband
RF
RSS Fingerprinting
A= NR
P= 2m@50%
C= Moderate
R =High
S= High
E = Low
SLA [72] Narrowband
RF
RSS Fingerprinting
A= NR
P= 3m@80%
C= Moderate
R =High
S= High
E = Low
SLA [122] Narrowband
RF
RSS/ToF Stochastic
Triangula-
tion
A= 1m
P= NR
C= Moderate
R =Moderate
S= High
E = Moderate
SLA [103] Narrowband
RF
RSS Markov
Chain
Monte Carlo
A= 4.5
P= NR
C= High
R =Moderate
S= High
E = Low
SLA [135] Narrowband
RF
RSS Hypothesis
Testing
A= NR
P= NR
C= Low
R =Low
S= High
E = Low
SLA [121] Narrowband
RF
RSS Composite
Multiple
Hypothesis
Testing
A= 3.6 × [122]
P= NR
C= Low
R =High
S= High
E = Low
Table 3.1: Representative Non-Visible Light Indoor Po-
sitioning Systems State of the Art
3.2 Light-based Indoor Positioning Systems
Indoor positioning has been explored in many contexts, but most often finds applica-
tion in piggybacking existing communication infrastructures (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth)
due to the fact that customized solutions (e.g., ultrawideband (UWB), Ultrasound,
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and IR) are too expensive and require hardware devoted solely to positioning in addi-
tion to existing communication infrastructure. Moreover, positioning in the conven-
tional sense requires transceivers capable of processing channel measurements (e.g.,
angle, signal strength, time of flight) and relate them to positional estimates through
positioning algorithms (e.g., multilateration, triangulation). With the transition from
electric to electronic lighting and the ubiquity of light in indoor spaces, visible light
may prove to be the next communication infrastructure to exploit for positioning
services. Visible light is one of the most viable solutions to indoor positioning due
to its directionality, short impulse response, and the distribution and availability of
anchor (beacon) luminaries to meet the illumination needs of indoor spaces, while
its issues to overcome are installation accuracy, network layer identification, coexis-
tence of WiFi and visible light communication (VLC), and efficient multiple access
schemes. The work in the visible light positioning area is fairly new comparatively,
thereby providing the opportunity for many avenues to still be explored. Despite
being new, there has been an effort to define international standards for the adoption
of visible light positioning while maintaining the integrity of illumination and not
necessarily VLC (JEITA CP-1222) [9]. In general, the perspective of the positioning
responsibility can be provided by either the environment (room-sensing), the device,
or a combination of both (hybrid).
3.2.1 Room Sensing
Room sensing is typically accomplished by cameras and associated algorithms to
infer target’s presence and their potential identity. These capabilities span from
facial recognition algorithms such as eigenfaces [159], or active shape models [110].
Other approaches may simply inspect for the presence of a target or not, known as
a binary classifier. Smart Rooms require some balance of the two extremes. Current
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Figure 3·1: Example Light Based Indoor Position System Layout
approaches to provide smart room functions isolate the capability to be either vision
based or mobile device based, centralized or distributed. Often the concept of room
sensing is discouraged due to the main requirement of violating privacy of users.
To enable room sensing and overcome this privacy concern the use of time of flight
(ToF) cameras to acquire a depth maps [67], yet these are very expensive and not
scalable nor practical for common indoor deployment. There is an opportunity for
an affordable privacy preserving approach to room sensing.
3.2.2 Device
Device positioning using visible light is not yet a rich field of research, compared to
those in the RF spectrum. The investigations to date can be organized into three
groups: (1) approaches which depend on the current lighting infrastructure (e.g.,
fluorescent lighting), (2) approaches which depend on imaging, and (3) those which
look forward into the LED installation assumption.
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In its infancy, researchers investigated the application of existing fluorescent light-
ing to establish positioning services [170, 171]. These solutions have shown promise
for positioning, but are highly constrained in terms of communication data rate,
achieving maximally 2.5 kbps. Given the recent advancement and the energy efficient
lighting replacement solution the light emitting diode (LED) has been given coupled
with its high switching speed (20 MHz) researchers have been looking into how LED
lighting may be exploited. It should be noted that the dual-use focus of LED lighting
has been predominately on high throughput spatial reuse communication channels,
but there have been a fraction thereof related to positioning [188]. In [33], the
fundamentals of the LED communication channel with perfect transmitter receiver
alignment are provided and illustrates accuracies on the order of centimeters. Other
works such as [142, 145] investigates the accompanying of a receiver with a 6 axis
sensor to accommodate for orientation imperfections. Receiver position estimation
without requiring height knowledge and LOS alignment without specific knowledge
of the transmit LEDs physical parameters is investigated in [179, 180].
Whereas [167] reinforces the cost, multipath, and latency problems with exist-
ing approaches and introduces a unique approach to determining the location of a
target in three dimensions. It is accomplished in two phases: firstly, by estimating
the target location in a two dimensional plane (x, y) and then secondly, by layering
the height via a minimization to determine (z). This is accomplished by requiring a
very strict inflexible grid layout. Another positioning scheme in which the estimates
of the coordinates in the (x, y) plane and the height (z) coordinate are estimated
sequentially is introduced in the works of [57] using RSS. This work improves upon
just acquiring a location estimate by employing tracking using sequential importance
sampling and Kalman Filtering with reported accuracies ranging from 9 - 15 cm. The
works of [117] relies on more than the minimum required number of signals typically
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required for trilateration and determining the possible roots of the overdetermined
range equations. This method also computes (x, y) and then (z). The works of [66]
investigates and proposes a weighting factor based on RF carrier allocation [80, 81]
be applied to compensate for the effect of tilt at the receiver, for which the moti-
vation is the VLC investigations simplify the problem by assuming the transmitter
and receiver are parallel. The investigation [39] establishes a study with a particular
frame structure with 10 nanosecond bit periods and 50 nanosecond guard periods to
guarantee distinctive reception of pilot tones. Cross correlation is performed with
the pilot train to determine the tone of interest, This frame structure and corre-
lation is performed with no consideration provided to any other communication or
illumination levels. This method encourages monitoring power levels of pilot tones
exclusively absent other communications rather than relying on VLC to communicate
unique IDs of the anchor luminaries while also ignoring the estimate of the height (z)
of the target. The works of [189] also consider the imposition of choking the data
rate allowed by imposing a basic frame slotted ALOHA frame structure. A concept
of effective positional radius is developed and applied to relatively simple geometric
configurations with both moving and static objects [100]. A TDoA approach using
phase difference measurement where unique frequency ID’s are assigned to each lumi-
naire. Despite sub-centimeter results the use of frequency IDs can impact the quality
of light as well as the VLC communication capability and added complexity in the
receiving device (e.g., bank of band-pass filters) [70, 112]. Another option that has
been investigated is the application of Dual Tone Multi- Frequency (DTMF) Tech-
niques, which are employed in the phone system, to VLC based positioning [102]; it
does not require clock synchronization to distinguish signals spanning time-slots and
encodes each luminaire with an N digit ID in DTMF signal. Conventional lighting
uses Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) or On Off Keying (OOK) modulation not
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DTMF and could have an impact to lighting quality. A positioning technique based
on transmitting sinusoidal components is provided [120] [68]. They define a simple
hybrid RF-VLC positioning approach using range-free VLC (proximity) sensing and
fuses with RF RSSI measurements.
Different ranging signals are a topic to investigate for consideration of other con-
straints such as illumination and communication [163]. The technique of fingerprint-
ing using LEDs has also been given consideration for such indoor positioning systems
[161]. A robust and low complexity self-localization method, which does not require
synchronization and can also accommodate intermittent LOS blockages, is described
using Bayesian signal models [74]. Each luminaire again has a unique identifier and
this work assumes that the target knows the positions of the beacons across an entire
floor layout of a building rather than confined to a single room. A received signal
strength ratio method is introduced in which, assuming optical power from each lu-
minaire is separable, the ratio of LOS distances can be obtained. It is assumed the
height is known, and that the reflective components of the channel are not relevant.
A simple set of circular and linear equations are solved to produce a two dimensional
position estimate with accuracy of 3.24 cm [69, 71]. A scene analysis method using
white LEDs is proposed in [60] and utilizes the RSS information from four LED
luminaries as fingerprints for different locations with an accuracy of 0.65 cm.
3.2.3 Hybrid
The concept of combining various sources of measurements (modalities) as compli-
mentary to a core technology or as a failsafe backup for positioning or communication
performance is not a novel concept (i.e. combining ultrasound with WiFi) [3, 55, 129].
In [92] proposed and experimentally demonstrated a proximity-based visible light in-
door positioning system provided that uses a Zigbee wireless network to distribute
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location information to the main node and extend the footprint of the network. The
concept of hybrid in our context is perspective of positioning computation and its use-
fulness for a particular use case. If the room can sense the locations of its occupants it
can provide services to them and conversely if a user can determine its location, they
can use services for themselves. The important question to ask is which perspective
is used and under what conditions, security implications, and performance impacts
are endured between the two or combination thereof.
Visible Light -based Indoor Positioning Systems
Reference Medium Measurement Algorithm Performance
SLA [163] Visible
Light
ToF Trilateration
A= 2 to 6 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [172] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 40 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [56] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 40 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [77] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 4 to 90 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [78, 79,
80, 175]
Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 6 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
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SLA [66] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 1.5 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [177] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 1.5 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [176] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 8 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [173] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 1.5 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [102] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 30 to 70 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [64] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 7cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [93] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 40 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
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SLA [83] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 3 - 35 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [183] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 3.2 to 10.3 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [195] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 0.5 to 7.3 mm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [190] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 4.78 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [96] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 6 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [117] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= NR
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [69, 71] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 1.7 to 3.9 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
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SLA [187,
189]
Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 11 to 17 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [6] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 53 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [36] Visible
Light
RSS Trilateration
A= 70 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [82] Visible
Light
TDoA Trilateration
A= 14 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [30] Visible
Light
TDoA Trilateration
A= 14 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [39] Visible
Light
TDoA Trilateration
A= 3 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [40] Visible
Light
TDoA Trilateration
A= 3 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
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SLA [84] Visible
Light
TDoA Trilateration
A= 68.2 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [138] Visible
Light
TDoA Trilateration
A= 1 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [70] Visible
Light
TDoA Trilateration
A= 1 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [112] Visible
Light
TDoA Trilateration
A= 2 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [120] Visible
Light
TDoA Trilateration
A= NR
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [12] Visible
Light
TDoA Trilateration
A= 0.5 to 5 m
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [91] Visible
Light
AoA Triangulation
A= 5 to 30 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
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SLA [179,
180]
Visible
Light
AoA Triangulation
A= 25 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [181] Visible
Light
AoA Triangulation
A= 6 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [97] Visible
Light
AoA Triangulation
A= 10 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [8] Visible
Light
AoA Triangulation
A= 5 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [33] Visible
Light
AoA Triangulation
A= NR
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [24] Visible
Light
Proximity Trilateration
A= 4.5 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [113,
114]
Visible
Light
Proximity Trilateration
A= 1 to 2 m
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
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SLA [143,
144, 145]
Visible
Light
Proximity Trilateration
A= 30 to 60 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [154] Visible
Light
Proximity Trilateration
A= 12.9 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [174] Visible
Light
Vision Trilateration
A= NR
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [53] Visible
Light
Vision Trilateration
A= NR
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [184] Visible
Light
Vision Trilateration
A= 7 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [115] Visible
Light
Vision Trilateration
A= 10 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [152] Visible
Light
Vision Trilateration
A= 5 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
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SLA [89] Visible
Light
Vision Trilateration
A= 10 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [178] Visible
Light
Vision Trilateration
A= 30 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [132,
133]
Visible
Light
Vision Trilateration
A= 1.5 m
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [76] Visible
Light
Vision Trilateration
A= 85 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [16] Visible
Light
Hybrid Trilateration
A= 5 mm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [116] Visible
Light
Hybrid Trilateration
A= 20 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [196] Visible
Light
Hybrid Trilateration
A= NR
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
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SLA [54] Visible
Light
Hybrid Trilateration
A= 50 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [119] Visible
Light
Hybrid Trilateration
A= 10.5 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [193] Visible
Light
Hybrid Trilateration
A= 1 m
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [194] Visible
Light
Hybrid Trilateration
A= 50 cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
SLA [191,
192]
Visible
Light
Hybrid Trilateration
A= 20cm
P= NR%
C=Low
R = Moderate
S= Moderate
E = Moderate
Table 3.2: Representative Visible Light Indoor Position-
ing Systems State of the Art
3.3 Wireless Optical Visible Light Channel
Most communication systems employ phase, frequency, and/or amplitude shift key-
ing to convey information from source(s) to destination(s); however, due to the speed
at which optical systems operate, heterodyne or homodyne (coherent) modulation
demodulation techniques are considered infeasible with current technology. Intensity
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modulation (IM) is an effective solution to overcome the preclusion of coherent tech-
niques. IM modulates the optical source intensity proportional to the information
symbol sequence X(t) [25, 73, 153].
The demodulator/detector can extract the transmission using direct detection
(DD). Photodetectors are a feasible approach to the detection problem in optical
systems. The photodetector current is proportional to the received optical source in-
tensity, which in the context of IM systems, is also the original modulated information
symbol sequence.
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Figure 3·2: Intensity Modulation Illustration
In addition to the wireless optical visible light channel h(t), the detector also expe-
riences interference by being illuminated by other optical energy sources in addition to
the source. These sources cause variations in the received photocurrent that is unre-
lated to the transmitted signal, resulting in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
component N(t) and additional interference component at the receiver. [25, 73]
Although the wireless optical visible light channel, h(t), behaves differently from
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the well-known radio communication channel in a number of ways, it may still be
analyzed using the canonical linear system model of the following form:
y(t) = RPD · Y (t) = RPD · [X(t)⊗ h(t) +N(t)] (3.1)
Xh(t) =
∞∫
−∞
X(τ)h(t− τ)dτ = X(t)⊗ h(t) (3.2)
y(t) = RPD · Y (t) = RPD · [Xh(t) +N(t)] (3.3)
X(t) is the instantaneous optical power emitted from the transmitter. Xh(t) is the
instantaneous optical power at the receiver, and h(t) is the multipath channel impulse
response. N(t) is the optical and thermal noise typically modeled as AWGN and Y (t)
is the received optical power, y(t) is combined electrical signal to be processed after
having applied the optical to electrical conversion factor of a photodetector RPD.
In order to relate this canonical model to the particular optical communication
channel, recall that for any given optical power signal s(t) > 0 ∀t ∈ R, its average
power is defined as:
P = lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
s(t)dt (3.4)
Applying this linear operator to Y (t) provides:
P = RPD · lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
Y (t)dt (3.5)
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P = RPD · lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
Y (t)dt =
RPD

 lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
X(t)⊗ h(t)dt + lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
N(t)dt


(3.6)
It should be noted that in the limit, the channel response becomes the DC channel
gain, Hf(0). The convolution operator in the time domain is replaced by multiplica-
tion in the frequency domain.
lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
h(t)dt =
∞∫
−∞
h(t)e−j2piftdt|f=0 ≡ Hf(0) (3.7)
Lastly, the AWGN process is zero mean with one sided power spectral density
No = 2qRPDPbg, where q is the unit charge of an electron 1.6×10−19 Coulombs, RPD
is the Optical to Electrical (O/E) conversion efficiency of the photodetector, and Pbg
is the average power of background light current [153]. It should be noted that the
unbiased sample mean is given by:
ηn = lim
T→∞
1
2T
T∫
−T
N(t)dt = 0 (3.8)
Applying all of these observations under LOS channel conditions the following sim-
ple model results. Recall from chapter two, we can see that there is a geometric
dependency on the DC channel gain.
PR = PTHf (0) (3.9)
PR,j =
PT,kT (φk,j)ARjg (θk,j)
D2k,j
(3.10)
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As an example consider a set of data bits to be transmitted, {Xi} as shown in
Figure 3·3. The bits are then encoded and symbol mapped onto Xi(t). The driver
electronics drive the LED(s) to transmit the optical signal X(t). The optical signal
is corrupted by the optical channel impulse response h(t) and is further corrupted
by additive receiver thermal noise N(t) and produces a signal Xh(t) + N(t) at the
optical front end of the receiver. It should be noted that noise N(t) is additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN), whose spectral power distribution (SPD) is constant. After
the optical front end optically processes the signal and produces Y (t), the decoder
decodes symbols Yi(t), and determines bits , {Yi}.
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Figure 3·3: Visible Light Communication Channel
White light spans a broadband (λ = 380 nm to 740 nm) spectrum; as such the
optical front end of the receiver may need to extract certain signals (e.g., colors) out
of the white light. The SPD of the LED source (color to be modulated) also has an
impact on the communication performance, SPDX(λ) The SPD of the transmission
at the output of the channel is proportional to the power spectral density of the
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transmission SPDXh(λ) ∝ SPDX(λ). This produces a SPD, SPDXh(t)+N(t)(λ), which
is observed by the receiver optics. Firstly, this signal is concentrated to alter the SPD
to produce SPD(Xh(t)+N(t))C which allows the received energy to be optically focused
on the detection device (photodiode), RPD(λ) after being appropriately filtered by
ROF (λ). The signal and noise terms of the received waveform can be expressed as an
integration over the wavelengths in the band of interest.
Pk,j =
∫
SPD(Xh+N(t))C(λ) · ROF (λ) · RPD(λ) · dλ (3.11)
Nk,j =
∫
SPDN(t)C(λ) · ROF (λ) ·RPD(λ) · dλ (3.12)
The primary communication metric between the kth source and jth receiver is the
signal to noise ratio (SNR), which is defined as the ratio of squared optical power to
the product of unit electron charge, q, the noise, and the signaling rate, Rb.
SNRk,j =
R2PDP
2
Rk,j
(Nk,j) ·Rb (3.13)
With an understanding of the VLC channel, measurements may be extracted from
it such as RSS, AoA, TDoA, and/or ToF. Due to the directionality and the short
range nature of VLC, some measurement types are more attractive than others when
considering localizing a communication capable device.
Due to the directionality of visible light systems, the following vector structure is
employed to describe the geometry of a source-receiver pair. A typical nth LED source
within the kth LED Luminarie can be represented by Sn,k = {rSn,k , nˆSn,k , mn,k, PTn,k}
, ∀k ∈ L, n ∈ N ; rSn,k = [xn,k, yn,k, zn,k]T is the source position, nˆSn,k is the source
orientation, m is the Lambertian mode number associated with the directivity of the
source, PTn,k is the source’s transmit power for the n
th LED in the kth source, and
N is the number of LED sources in a particular Luminaire and L is the number of
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Figure 3·4: Source(s) and Receiver(s) Geometric Model Illustration:
Single Source Single Receiver Geometry
Z
X
Y
Figure 3·5: Source(s) and Receiver(s) Geometric Model Illustration:
Multi-source Angular Geometry
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Luminaires in a space [125].
Whereas the simple receiver is defined as Rj = {rRj , nˆRj , ARj , FOVj}, ∀j ∈ T ;
rRj = [xj , yj, zj ]
T is the receiver position, nˆRj is the orientation, ARj is the receiver
area, FOVj is the receiver’s field of view, and T is the number of receivers in the
space. Provided a range Dk,j between the k
thsource and the jth receiver, θj,k is the
angle of incidence between nˆRj and (rSk − rRj ) and φk,j is the angle of irradiance
between nˆSn,k and (rRj − rSn,k).
cos(θj,(n,k)) = nˆRj ·
rSn,k − rRj
D(n,k),j
=
(xn,k − xj) sin(γj) cos(βj) + (yn,k − yj) sin(γj) cos(βj) + (zn,k − zj) cos(γj)√
(xn,k − xj)2 + (yn,k − yj)2 + (zn,k − zj)2
(3.14)
cos(φ(n,k),j) = nˆSn,k ·
rRj − rSn,k
D(n,k),j
=
(zn,k)
(xn,k − xj)2 + (yn,k − yj)2 + (zn,k − zj)2 (3.15)
cos(γj) = nˆRj · kˆRj (3.16)
cos(βj) = [kˆRj × (nˆRj × kˆRj )] · iˆRj (3.17)
Moreover, optics are often applied to the lighting sources and lighting receptors to
guide light in desirable directions. The transmission optics are modeled as a function
of the angle of irradiance T (φ) and the reception optics are modeled as a function of
incidence g(θ). These optical components further affect the received power observed
at the receiver based on directivity.
Given the performance parameters of the sources and receivers along with the
transmission optics T (·) and reception optics g(·), we can define the maximum possible
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received power at (φk, θj) = (0, 0), which provides a bound on the power scale the
receiver would observe if directly under a luminaire with a perfectly aligned LOS.
PR(n,k),j(0, 0) =
(mn,k + 1)ARjPTn,kT (0) g (0)
2π(zn,k − zj)2 (3.18)
Typically the impulse response of the channel is modeled as a scaled (based on the
geometric properties identified) and shifted impulse. This treatment fails to account
for the reflections and scattering that are often encountered by optical transmissions;
Researchers often account for the multipath effect through an exponential factor κ
applied to the propagation model [33].
PR(n,k),j(φ(n,k),j, θ(n,k),j) =
PR(n,k),j(0, 0)T
(
φ(n,k),j
)
g
(
θ(n,k),j
)
cosmn,k+κ(φ(n,k),j) cos
M(θ(n,k),j)
D2(n,k),j/(zn,k − zj)2
(3.19)
The development of a software model, CandLES, designed for the specific purpose
of characterizing the lighting and communication performance of VLC is provided in
[26, 128]. This model can provide the impulse responses for an arbitrary configura-
tion of anchors and targets, along with blockage objects along with the illumination
pattern without the need for empirically determining an appropriate multipath pa-
rameter κ.
The DC channel model is very convenient and may be readily applied for most
applications in which the modulation bandwidths of LEDs and responsiveness of PDs
are less than 100 MHz. For higher rate systems or for environments with obstructions
and highly reflective surfaces, this model cannot account for the presence of multipath
and scattering. As such, the channel response has a more involved spatio-temporal
dependence than the DC channel provides. Moreover, attempting to empirically fit
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the multipath parameter κ is often cumbersome.
To provide a theoretical analysis and simulation of the proposed algorithms and
frameworks, a model of the VLC channel is required. The channel impulse response,
h(t), model is that proposed in a characterization of the channel through simulation
[14, 128] to account for reflections that lead to temporal dispersion in h(t).
h(t;Sn,k,Rj) ≃
(mn,k + 1)ARj
2πD2(n,k),j
cosmn,k(φ(n,k),j) cos(θ(n,k),j)T (θ(n,k),j)g(θ(n,k),j)δ
(
t− D(n,k),j
c
) (3.20)
h(t;Sk,Rj) =
N∑
n=1
h(t;Sn,k,Rj) (3.21)
For the diffuse LOS case with no reflections assuming that the source Sn,k and
receiver Rj are separated by at least a squared distance of D2(n,k),j >> ARj, the
receiver area. The following approximation models the channel impulse response and
it approaches equality as the ratio of receiver effective area to square range,
ARj
D2
(n,k),j
,
approaches zero.
3.4 Illumination Constraints
Human factors plays an important role to visible light-based communication and
positioning. One of the constraints we want to impose on the optical positioning
system is the adequate illumination levels for varying times throughout a given day.
Our aim is to characterize performance for high levels of illumination and low levels
of illumination. The incorporation of this requirement is paramount to exploiting
illumination for indoor positioning in realistic scenarios. These scenarios can be
enumerated as follows [20, 52]:
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• Eye Safety
• Dimming
• Lights Off
• Communication Uplink
• Perception and Modulation
– Color
– Flicker
– Brightness
In this dissertation, we hold objective data rate constant and adapt the aver-
age transmitted optical power to illustrate dimming. This can be accomplished by
adapting the duty cycle of the transmitted signal or by lowering the overall peak
transmitted optical power.
In order to relate and differentiate the perception of light by electronics to that of
the human eye, we introduce two distinct properties : Radiometric and Photometric
respectively. Radiometric properties measure the electromagnetic radiation of illumi-
nation, while Photometric properties describe the sensitivity of the emission to the
human eye. There are four (4) major metric that are captured between the two sets
of properties:
• Radiant Flux / Luminous Flux: A measure of the amount of power emitted.
• Radiant Intensity / Luminous Intensity: A measure of the amount of power
concentrated per unit solid angle in a specified direction.
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Figure 3·6: Luminous Response of Human Eye V (λ)
• Irradiance / Illuminance: A measure of the amount of power incident on a
surface area.
• Radiance / Luminance: A measure of the amount of power emitted by a surface
area in specified direction.
One may convert between the properties by integrating the product of the SPD
as seen in Figure 3·7 and Photopic Spectral Luminous Efficiency Curve as seen in
Figure 3·6.
lumens
Optical Watt
= 683
720nm∫
380nm
S(λ)V (λ)dλ. (3.22)
S(λ) can vary greatly over the visible light wavelength range of 380 nm to 720
nm.[1] One could view the ultimate goal of indoor illumination is to best simulate
the daylight produced by the sun over the range. The Spectral Power Distributions
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Figure 3·7: Spectral Power Distribution of Various Illumination
Sources S(λ)
vary greatly depending on the technology employed (e.g., Incandescent, Fluorescent,
Phosphor-based LEDs, and multi-colored Red, Amber, Green, Blue (RAGB) LEDs)
[1]. The impact of dimming is explored through the application of dimming schemes
on modulations applied to the visible light channel.
3.5 Modulation Constraints
The most important aspect to consider when assessing the impact to the lighting
conditions while servicing the positioning and communication services is the modu-
lation used to provide the services such as On Off Keying with Compensation Time
(OOK-CT), Variable Pulse Position Modulation (VPPM) and Multi-pulse Position
Modulation (MPPM), Overlapping Pulse Position Modulation (OPPM) [90] since
light is perceived differently by humans and electronics. Herein conventional modula-
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tion formats applied to the optical wireless communications are introduced and then
it is presented how these schemes may be adapted to accommodate dimming.
3.5.1 IM-DD applied to Pulsed Modulations
Herein we use the following sample bit-sequence (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0)
to illustrate how different modulations under normalized power conditions over sixteen
(16) symbols; these illustrations appear in Figures 3·11, 3·12, 3·13.
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Figure 3·8: Pulsed Modulations Illustrating Power and Bandwidth
Tradeoffs for L-PPM and M-PAM relative to OOK [128]
We inspect OOK as a baseline modulation standard for signaling over the visible
light channel. Figure 3·8 illustrates the relative power requirement increases relative
to OOK for M-PAM modulations and the relative bandwidth requirement increases
to OOK for L-PPM. The relative optical power penalty for M-PAM relative to OOK
is:
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PMPAM
POOK−NRZ
= 10 log10
(
M − 1√
log2(M)
)
(3.23)
The relative bandwidth penalty for L-PPM relative to OOK-NRZ is:
BLPPM
BOOK−NRZ
=
LRb
log2(L)
Rb
=
L
log2(L)
(3.24)
In this dissertation, we evaluate positioning performance using OOK-NRZ, 2-
PPM, and 4-PAM pulsed modulation formats. 2-PPM requires double the bandwidth
and the same optical power to transmit the same bit rate as OOK-NRZ and 4-PAM
requires 3.3 dB more optical power to transmit the same bit rate over the same
bandwidth. Figure 3·9 illustrates the BER impact for M-PAM signals and Figure
3·10 illustrates the BER impact for L-PPM signals.
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Figure 3·9: MPAM BER vs SNR compared to OOK-NRZ
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Figure 3·10: LPPM BER vs SNR compared to OOK-NRZ
On Off Keying-Not Return to Zero (OOK-NRZ) Due to the constraint on
optical power and modulation bandwidth in LED-based optical communication sys-
tems, pulsed baseband schemes are typically employed over the optical wireless chan-
nel. On-Off Keying (OOK) is the most basic pulsed baseband scheme in which the
presence of a signal represents a ”1” bit and the absence of a signal represents a ”0”
bit. The pulse p(t) typically ranges from 0 to PMAX for optical wireless systems.
xmOOK(t) = 2(m− 1)p(t) (3.25)
dmin =
√√√√√min
i 6=j
T∫
0
(xi(t)− xj(t))2dt (3.26)
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Figure 3·11: On Off Keying Illustrates 50 % Dimming PMAX = 1
BER = Q
(
dmin
2
√
N0
)
(3.27)
Q(ξ) =
1
2
erfc
(
ξ√
2
)
=
1√
2π
∞∫
ξ
e
(
u2
2
)
du (3.28)
dmin = 2
√
N0Q
−1(BER) (3.29)
M-ary Pulse Amplitude Modulation (M-PAM) Instead of having just a bi-
nary scheme we can extend OOK-NRZ to having M different levels. In general,
p(t) = PMAX
2(M−1)
Typically pulsed baseband schemes have duty cycles of 50 % (i.e. when
a bit 1 signal occupies the same amount of time as a bit 0 signal). Hence on average
an M-PAM pulse has an average value of PMAX/2.
xmMPAM (t) = 2(m− 1)p(t) (3.30)
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Figure 3·12: 4-ary Pulse Amplitude Modulation, PMAX = 1
BER = Q
( √
SNR log2M
2(M − 1)
)
(3.31)
L-ary Pulse Position Modulation (L-PPM) PPM is a standard modulation
scheme used in wireless optical communication which has been widely adapted pre-
viously in IR [Ass97]. It uses two distinct intensity levels and each symbol interval
is divided into M chips with same width. Information is sent by putting only one of
the chips non-zero. In this scheme, the signal space of L-PPM is an L dimensional
space with a single constellation point on each of the L axes.
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Figure 3·13: Binary Pulse Position Modulation
BER = Q


√
SNRL
2
log2 L
2

 (3.32)
3.5.2 IM-DD applied to Pulsed Modulations with Dimming
Several modulations are introduced herein that provide dimming through altering the
duty-cycle of the transmitted waveform.
On Off Keying with Compensation Time (OOK-CT) To accommodate dim-
ming a compensation time (CT) can be applied to a conventional OOK-NRZ mod-
ulated signal with a duration defined as ρ = E[P ]
PMAX
. The duration of CT indicates
the modification of the duty cycle from a conventional OOK-NRZ modulated signal.
An increase in the duty cycle makes the illumination greater while a decrease pro-
vides dimming. The duty cycle modification does however impact communication
performance (e.g., Rb) [52] [186].
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Figure 3·14: On Off Keying with Compensation Time Illustrates 62.5
% Dimming l
Rb =


(
PMAX
Q−1(BER)
)2
ρ
4N0
if ρ ∈ (0, 1
2
)
(
PMAX
Q−1(BER)
)2
ρ
4N0
if ρ ∈ [1
2
, 1
) (3.33)
Rb ≤


(ρB if ρ ∈ (0, 1
2
)
((1− ρ)B if ρ ∈ [1
2
, 1
) (3.34)
Variable Pulse Position Modulation (VPPM) Variable Pulse Position Modu-
lation (VPPM) is overlays a dimming feature on the binary PPM (2-PPM). In binary
PPM, a 0-bit is represented by a PMAX in the first half of the symbol period with
the second half of the symbol period remaining at a zero level, whereas a 1-bit is
represented by a PMAX in the second half of the symbol period with the first of the
symbol period remaining at a zero level. VPPM performs a similar function to the
CT introduced for conventional Manchester encoded OOK, whereby dimming can be
controlled by changing the duty cycle of the pulsed symbols accordingly.
xmV PPM (t) = p (t− (1−∆)Ts(m− 1)) (3.35)
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Figure 3·15: Variable Pulse Position Modulation Illustrates 70 % Dim-
ming
Multiple Pulse Position Modulation (MPPM) Multiple Pulse Position Mod-
ulation (MPPM) achieves dimming and communication through the use of codewords
of which L-PPM is the limiting case. MPPM pulsed scheme’s are characterized by
the number of chips per symbol n and codeword weight w =
∑n−1
i=0 ci, where c is a
valid codeword. There are
(
n
w
)
possible codewords able to be constructed from the
choice of n and w. Dimming is achieved in this scheme by varying the weight of the
codewords i.e. ρ = w
n
.
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Figure 3·16: Multiple Pulse Position Modulation Illustrates 62.5 %
Dimming
xmMPPM (t) = p
(
t− (m− 1)Ts
M
)
(3.36)
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Rb ≈
(
PMAX
Q−1(BER)
)2 log2 (nw)
2nN0
(3.37)
Rb ≤ B
log2
(
n
w
)
n
(3.38)
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Figure 3·17: Overlapping Pulse Position Modulation Illustrates 62.5
% Dimming
Overlapping Pulse Position Modulation (OPPM) Overlap Pulse Position
Modulation (OPPM) is MPPM with an additional requirement that all non-zero
values must be contiguous in one codeword rather than being allowed to be non-
contiguous in MPPM. This added requirement makes OPPM more spectrally effi-
cient. OPPM techniques to date achieve dimming by varying the max optical power
level, not adjusting the duty cycle as other approaches have.
Rb ≈
(
PMAX
Q−1(BER)
)2 log2 (n−w+1w )
2nN0
(3.39)
Rb ≤ Bw
log2
(
n−w+1
w
)
n
(3.40)
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3.5.3 IM-DD applied to Multicarrier Optical Modulations
Just as in RF channels, the requirement to fit more data into a given channel efficiently
gave rise to investigations into more clever modulation and multiple access schemes.
OFDM when applied in RF channels is a bipolar waveform. When applied to an IM-
DD Optical channel the negative portion of the waveform needs to biased or zeroed.
There are many approaches that have been proposed to eliminate the negative portion
of the waveform in an efficient manner as to minimally impact the communication
performance of the scheme in the optical channel. This section outlines the major
modifications to OFDM for suitable use in the optical channel.
In efforts to increase data rates even further than pulsed baseband modulation
schemes can offer, OFDM schemes have been explored to be modified to meet the
Optical Wireless Channel constraints. There are two major approaches used to adapt
OFDM to the OW Channel, despite numerous other variations on OFDM : DC -
biased Optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) and Asymmetrically Clipped Optical - OFDM
(ACO-OFDM).
Let S0, ..., SN−1 represent the Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) symbols
to be transmitted over N orthogonal subcarriers. Often M ×M QAM constellations
are used e.g., 2 × 2 is 4-QAM modulation. The minimum distance dmin between
adjacent signal points on the M ×M constellation gets smaller as M increases, but
in turn the symbol energy Es = d
2
min
M2−1
6
increases. This symbol energy is directly
proportional to the optical power required of the luminaries transmitters to output.
The actual transmitted signal values can be denoted as s0, ..., sN−1, which are
formed by taking the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform of the QAM symbols to be
transmitted S0, ..., SN−1.
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Figure 3·18: OFDM Block Diagram over Optical Wireless Channel
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Figure 3·19: Illustration of OFDM Subcarriers Temporally
sn =
1√
N
N−1∑
k=0
Ske
j2pikn/N , n ∈ {0, ..., N − 1} (3.41)
Since the optical IM/DD channel is a low bandwidth channel , Hermitian symme-
try SN−k = S
∗
k is enforced on the OFDM transmitted signal values to provide a real
valued time-domain signal that is readily able to be transmitted from the luminaire.
In DCO-OFDM, a DC bias is added to the OFDM signal to maintain positivity.
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Furthermore, DCO-OFDM signals use all the subcarriers available.
S(k)DCO = [S0, S1, S2, S3, ...SN−1]
Sm = S
∗
N−M , ∀m ∈
(
0,
N
2
)
S0 = 0
SN
2
(3.42)
RDCO =
(
N
2
− 1
N +Ng
)
B log2M (3.43)
PDCO =
√
E [sk]
2π
exp
(−B2DC
2E [s2k]
)
+BDC
(
1−Q
(
BDC√
E [s2k]
))
(3.44)
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Figure 3·20: Illustration of DCO-OFDM Samples
Whereas in ACO-OFDM, only the odd subcarriers are used to carry data and
the negative portions of the OFDM signal are zeroized, thereby forcing the clipping
effects to be observed on the even subcarriers.
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S(k)ACO = [0, S1, 0, S3, ...SN−1]
T
Sm = S
∗
N−M , ∀m ∈
(
0,
N
2
)
S0 = 0
SN
2
= 0
(3.45)
RACO =
(
N
4
− 1
N +Ng
)
B log2M (3.46)
PACO =
E [s2k]√
2π
(3.47)
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Figure 3·21: Illustration of ACO-OFDM Samples
There are many approaches to allow for dimming to occur using OFDM over a
low-pass optical channel, but can often sacrifice spectral efficiency to do so such as
OPAM DMT [109], ADO-OFDM [38], SEE OFDM [44], FLIP OFDM [48] , LACO
OFDM [162] all of which attempt to make use of as many subcarriers as possible, etc.
Typical implementations create a guard between the band in use by the subcarriers
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and DC or by alternating use of subcarriers (e.g., using only odd subcarriers) or by
taking the positive and negative portions of the OFDMwaveform and transmitting the
absolute value of the OFDM waveform in consecutive positive valued transmissions.
A downside to these approaches is degrading spectral efficiencies by not making full
use of the available subcarriers. The work in [101] provides a comparison of all the
OFDM techniques mentioned. In this dissertation, we compare ACO-OFDM and
DCO-OFDM with PWM dimming applied. The periodicity of the PWM waveform
should be equal to the duration of the OFDM symbol period.
sPWMACO (t) = sACO(t)pPWM(t) (3.48)
sPWMDCO (t) = sDCO(t)pPWM(t) (3.49)
3.6 Potential Applications
Dynamic Control of Light Actuation Illuminating occupied spaces with certain
illumination levels and patterns etc. For example, if a person is seated at a desk it
may be prudent to illuminate the desk surface given the context.
Facilitate VLC Mobile Handover In this personal work [131], we motivate the
adoption of positioning for both the support of handover between arrays of VLC-
equipped luminaries as well as for indoor positioning and beam steering. Our ap-
proach uses a state estimation model to achieve positioning and motion tracking in
spatially diverse VLC networks while considering user mobility and dynamic device
orientation. Under these conditions, we show simulation results with location and
velocity errors of 5 cm and 10 cm/s respectively.
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Classify and Position Objects The ability to recognize other rigid bodies within
a space is a powerful capability to enable other application. Many investigations in
the image processing community have been provided
Advance VLC and Influence Imaging Receiver and Luminaire Design Hav-
ing the opportunity to define the specifications for the dual-use paradigm of lighting
and communication of receivers and luminaire design.
Embedded Positioning Algorithms in VLC Receiver Currently most mobile
devices are embedded with GPS chipsets to provide positioning services GPS satellites
and using the cellular towers to update maps. We have an opportunity to define the
embedment of visible light positioning algorithms into mobile devices.
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Chapter 4
Indoor Positioning Using Visible Light :
Performance with the Proposed Two
Phase Positioning Algorithm
This chapter provides a presentation of a novel two-phase indoor positioning ap-
proach within a LED-based lighting infrastructure. To exploit the ubiquity of the
illumination sources in indoor spaces a coarse positioning algorithm is developed in
which the received optical powers are processed by a VLC capable mobile terminal
(MT) from distributed unique anchor luminaries to provide an estimated proximity
location. The proposed advantage of this technique is the limited spatial footprint
of the illumination pattern per anchor luminary, which can inherently bound posi-
tioning accuracy performance. The motivating factor for coarsely determining an
unknown position is rooted in the trade space between complexity and accuracy, and
furthermore robustness. Particular use cases do not require an optimized accuracy
and simply need a non-optimized estimate with minimal latency. This technique will
be compared along side of Visible Light ID [142, 145], Cellular ID [146] , optical
collimation identification regions [154], RFID techniques [4, 155, 157], and Blue-
tooth techniques [59]. It is hypothesized that from a MT perspective exploiting the
ubiquity of light and its tight spatial reuse footprint yields a low complexity, low
latency, robust coarse positional estimate. To provide an even more accurate posi-
tioning metric, a fine grained approach to improve upon the aforementioned coarse
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positioning approach is proposed when a sufficient number of anchor luminaries are
in view to perform lateration or angulation. To move beyond the oversimplified DC
optical channel model [86], the Boston University (BU) Multimedia Communications
Laboratory (MCL) developed communication and lighting emulation software (Can-
dLES) shall be used [128]. The optical reflections and channel imperfections can be
accurately accounted for during simulation, thereby more accurately characterizing
the optical imperfections akin to multipath in radio frequency channels. Many VLP
approaches simplify the problem of indoor positioning by using lower-rate channels,
in which the DC Channel gain dominates. While this assumption can lead to mil-
limeter level accuracy, it wastes resources to be used by a communication service such
as VLC. The view of this dissertation is that positioning is an added benefit to the
primary and secondary functions of illumination and communication, respectively.
Triangulation uses AoA measurements such as inclination and bearing by applying
geometric constraints to arrive at a positional estimate. Trilateration uses ToF or
RSS measurements from N ≥ 3 anchor luminaries. A VLC-capable MT exploiting
the directionality, ubiquity of light and its short impulse response yields an accurate,
precise, and timely positional estimate.
4.1 Two-Phase Positioning Algorithm
Indoor positioning has been explored in many contexts, but most often finds applica-
tion in piggybacking existing communication infrastructures (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth)
due to the fact that customized solutions (e.g., UWB, Ultrasound, and IR) are too
expensive and require hardware devoted solely to positioning in addition to exist-
ing communication infrastructure. Moreover, positioning in the conventional sense
requires transceivers, capable of processing signals and producing channel measure-
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ments (e.g., angle, signal strength, time of flight etc.) and relate them to positional
estimates through localization algorithms (e.g., multilateration, triangulation). With
the transition from electric to electronic lighting and the ubiquity of visible light in
indoor spaces, visible light may prove to be the next communication infrastructure to
exploit for positioning services. We propose an algorithm framework that can take ad-
vantage of ubiquity, directionality, timeliness, blockage conditions, and measurement
quality to provide positional estimates under an array of scenarios. Fine positioning
using many channel measurements to perform lateration or angulation requires more
computation for improved accuracy whereas coarse positioning can provide position
estimate with relatively minimal computation. Positioning systems typically rely on
access to sufficient anchor landmarks to arrive at the positional estimate (often at
least three). Under blockage conditions, access to sufficient landmarks is jeopardized
and conventional approaches cannot arrive at an estimate. Furthermore, when re-
flections and multipath arise, the measurements are too poor to produce a proper
estimate. It is shown that from a MT perspective, integrating the two stages of
coarse and fine positioning in an intelligent fashion can dynamically balance between
the needs of positioning performance and the impact to illumination and communi-
cation services. Instead of solely relying on triangulation or trilateration, the MT’s
estimate their locations through a two phase algorithm in which they firstly exploit
the optical power level observables with unique IDs via a channel multiplexing scheme
to establish a coarse estimate, and secondly use either the azimuth and elevation or
N ≥ 3 RSS/ToF measurements to establish a fine estimate via triangulation or trial-
teration respectively. In many cases, the fine estimate will improve upon the coarse
estimate; however when triangulation fails, the algorithm yields the coarse estimate
rather than a positioning failure. Since the environment model relies on the primary
requirement of adequate illumination, the number of LED anchors, and transmit
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power for communication functions are determined.
4.1.1 Model Framework
The CandLES simulation environment [128] is used to model an example 4 by 4
by 3.5 meter room, with twelve (12) anchor luminaries mounted to the ceiling and
receivers at varying discrete positions within the room. Figure 4·1 provides a view
of the indoor environment model using CandLES. The simulation parameters are
provided in Table 4.1. The model measures the system impulse response, noise levels,
as well as received optical power and reception angles at each of the discrete receiver
locations from each of the twelve luminaire anchors by employing various multiplexing
schemes to the visible light channel such as TDM, FDM, and CDM The collection of
these measurements within this indoor space are used as input to the proposed two
phase localization algorithm herein.
To provide a theoretical analysis of the performance of the two-phase algorithm
[125] we extend the typical point source analysis for a luminaire to account for multi-
source combination and reflections that lead to temporal and angular dispersion in
the impulse response h(t, φkq,j, θkq,j) between sources (anchor luminaries) Skq and
receivers (VLC-capable MT) Rj in equation 4.1. Note that δ(t−a) is the Dirac delta
function, which is assigned the value 0 at all points in the domain except for at the
value t = a, where it is assigned the value 1.
hSkq ,Rj(t, φkq,j, θkq,j) = H
kq,j
f (0, φkq,j , θkq,j)δ
(
t− ‖Rkq,j‖2
c
)
(4.1)
The H
kq,j
f (0, φkq,j, θkq ,j) term in the impulse response is termed the DC channel
gain due to its constant effect on the received optical power over the visible light
channel. Equations 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate the geometric and device parameter influence
on the DC channel gain.
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Table 4.1: Two Phase Algorithm Parameters
Parameter Value Units
Optical Tx Power (PT ) 1.924 W
Lambertian Mode (m) 1 -
Effective Area of Rx (AR) 0.81 cm
2
Electron Charge (q) 1.6× 10−19 C
Background Light Current (IBG) 5100× 10−6 A
Speed of Light (c) 3.0× 108 m/s
Noise PSD (N0) 1.632× 10−21 W/Hz
Optical / Electrical Efficiency (ROE) 0.53 -
Source Orientation Vector () [0, 0,−1]T -
Rx Azimuth Angle () 0− π rad
Rx Elevation Angle () 0− π rad
Rx Orientation Vector () [0, 0, 1]T
Vertical Range (zk − zj) 2.2 m
Symbol Rate (RS) 20 symbols/sec
Source Bandwidth (B) 20 MHz
Field of View (FoV ) 0− π rad
Wall Reflectivity (ηR) 0.6 -
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Figure 4·1: Indoor Environment Model with 12 Source Luminaries
and 169 Discrete Receiver Positions in a 4 meter by 4 meter by 3.5
meter room without Obstructions
H
kq,j
f (t, φkq,j, θkq,j) =
(mkq + 1)ARj
2π‖Rkq,j‖22
cosmkq φkq,j cos θkq,jΠ
(
θkq,j
FOVj
)
(4.2)
Π
(x
a
)
=


1 if x ≤ a
0 if x > a
(4.3)
Figure 4·2 illustrates the geometric building blocks of the source Luminary - re-
ceiver pair over the visible light channel. The vector between the source Luminary
LED’s and the receiver is given by Rkq,j in equation 4.4.
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Rkq,j = ±rSkq ∓ rRj =

±xkq ∓ xj±ykq ∓ yj
±zkq ∓ zj

 (4.4)
The free space range delay between each LED’s in the source Luminary and the
receiver is simply the l2 norm given by equation 4.5. The centroid of the LED’s in
the kth source Luminary with Q LEDs is given by equation 4.6.
‖Rkq,j‖2 =
√
(xkq − xj)2 + (ykq − yj)2 + (zkq − zj)2 (4.5)
‖Rk,j‖2 = 1
Q
Q∑
q=1
‖Rkq,j‖2 (4.6)
The impulse response of the channel is provided by 4.1 and 4.2 with Lambertian
pattern order mkq , receiver area ARj , angle of irradiance φk,j =
1
Q
∑Q
q=1 φkq,j from the
qth LED within the kth luminaire to the jth receiver.
cos(φkq,j) = nˆSkq ·
−rSkq + rRj
‖Rkq,j‖2
= −
nˆTSkqRkq,j
‖Rkq,j‖2
(4.7)
The average angle of incidence θk,j =
1
Q
∑Q
q=1 θkq,j received by the j
th receiver from
the kth and θkq ,j is the angle of incidence from the q
th LED within the kth luminaire,
and receiver field of view FOVj [33].
cos(θkq ,j) = nˆRj ·
rSkq − rRj
‖Rkq,j‖2
=
nˆTRjRkq,j
‖Rkq,j‖2
(4.8)
The orientations of the anchor Luminaries sources and MT receivers are nˆSk and
nˆRj respectively.
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Figure 4·2: Visible Light Channel Geometry Model for the kth source
Luminaire with Q LED’s Transmitting Modulated Data to the jth Re-
ceiver in an Indoor Space
4.2 Coarse Phase
The coarse phase of the two-phase algorithm depends heavily on the infrastructure
layout as well as the multiplexing scheme employed of the luminaire anchors. Prior
positioning approaches in the context of sectors or cells has been investigated [146].
These approaches are able to bound the worst case positioning error to the radius of
the sector itself through code signaling or in-range sensing while accounting for moder-
ate rotations. Larger rotations require more attention. The context of WiFi/VLC co-
operative localization [129] is also considered within an indoor environment, equipped
with LED luminaries designed and distributed in a manner such that the illumination
requirement is satisfied, which will be explained more deeply in Chapter 5.
The implication of the illumination requirement from a communications perspec-
tive, simply guarantees connectivity over the majority of the indoor environment
however the rate at which communications may occur can be limited by illumination
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levels despite having ubiquitous sources. Whereas the implication from a positioning
perspective is luminaire anchors supplying sufficient optical power to enable signal
demodulation at the MT to determine ToF, RSS, TDoA, AoA, etc, above ambient
noise levels. The kth luminaire is assumed to be installed at a position rSk,desired in the
relative coordinate frame along with its relative orientation nˆSk,desired; however these
absolute positions and orientations are subject to installation errors (rSk,offset, nˆSk,offset),
which are modeled as Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) in this dissertation
in the (x, y) plane.
rSkq,actual = rSkq,desired + rSkq,offset , ∀k ∈ L , ∀q ∈ Q (4.9)
nˆSkq,actual = nˆSkq,desired + nˆSkq,offset , ∀k ∈ L , ∀q ∈ Q (4.10)
Furthermore, the coarse algorithm requires multiple access to the VLC channel;
this may be accomplished via time division multiplexing (TDM), frequency division
multiplexing (FDM), code division multiplexing (CDM), wavelength color division
multiplexing (WCDM), or even space division multiplexing (SDM) to ensure MT
association with distinct anchor Luminaries in the field of view as discussed in Chapter
2. In this dissertation, we focus on TDM, FDM, and CDM. At the network layer each
landmark luminaire is required to have its own unique ID (SSID), and the capability
to packetize the position, orientation, transmit optical power, and beam pattern mode
as outlined in the Figure 4·3.
The MT has the capability to process the network layer packets and measure the
received optical power for each luminaire transmission in the multiplexing scheme and
report an estimate when subject to the environment. The principle idea is that prior
to establishing a communication connection, the device can broadcast its presence to
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Figure 4·3: Broadcast VLC Packet
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Figure 4·4: Example of Projected Floor Pattern for Varying overlap-
ping Lighting Configurations coming from Source Luminaire Anchors
and a Specific MobileTarget
the infrastructure. The coarse estimate is obtained as a weighted positional proximity
estimate whose weights are the measured optical power from each luminaire. Addi-
tional binary weights ǫkq ∈ 0, 1 are applied to the received optical power to discount
outliers in the observations, which can occur at varying orientations. Given adequate
illumination levels a 10 dB outlier threshold was used. Equation 4.11 outlines the
coarse weighted estimate of device position.
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rˆRjCOARSE =
1
Q
∑Q
q=1
∑L
k=1 ǫkqPRkq,j (φkq,j, θkq,j)rSkq,desired
1
Q
∑Q
q=1
∑L
k=1 ǫkqPRkq,j(φkq,j, θkq,j)
(4.11)
The illumination pattern as well as the SNR provided over the entire indoor sim-
ulation space are shown in Figure 4·7 and Figure 4·6 respectively. One can observe
that there is sufficient illumination and by consequence sufficient SNR throughout
the entire room to perform human functions and electronics functions respectively.
The SNR correlates directly to the illumination levels observed within the reference
room. Figure 4·7 provides an illustrative illumination footprint with all lights on
simultaneously. We aim to investigate in the future how illumination levels affect
localization performance within the bounds of sufficient illumination conditions.
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Figure 4·7: Illumination Pattern for Candidate Indoor Environment
The only constraint on the symbol rate, Rs, at which the coarse sequence is
transmitted is that the power level variation appears uniform spatially and constant
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Figure 4·8: Aggregate SNR Distribution over Candidate Indoor En-
vironment for a Rb = 20 Mbps
temporally to the user in the room, which is explored further in Chapter 5. The
ability to separate received signals is key to the effectiveness of the coarse positioning
approach. The performance is evaluated for TDM, FDM, and CDM and is shown in
sections 4.1.2, 4.1.3, and 4.1.4 respectively.
One of the largest benefits of this approach is that simply observing the brightest
luminaire does not yield an appropriate feasible estimate of position, especially when
multiple luminaries are within the FoV of the MT. The coarse phase concludes by
returning the other visible light channel measurements it observes and if a sufficient
number of anchor luminaries are in view then they are used in the fine phase.
A large benefit of the two-phase positioning algorithm is its ability to balance the
needs of a particular use case. Certain use cases require a rapid positional estimate
of a lower grade accuracy, whereas other user cases may require the highest grade
accuracy estimate and can also accommodate the time required. Another benefit of
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this framework is its [125] ability to always produce a positional estimate, albeit at
different accuracies and the quality of such an estimate over the entirety of an in-
door space. This guarantee of an estimate is based on the principle that luminaire
projects an illumination pattern of a certain radius, with its center being the lumi-
naires anchored position, on the floor. This provides a robustness aspect to adopt
this two-phase framework. An example illustration of the coarse-phase location esti-
mate is in Figure 4·4. Based on the lighting design the radii of the illumination floor
projections may or may not overlap. Typically overlapping would practically occur
due to the human factors desire to have contiguous lighting in common indoor spaces.
4.2.1 Coarse Phase - Proximity based Positioning with Time Division
Multiplexing
As discussed in section 3.5, the modulations that are being employed are OOK as
a reference, 2-PPM as a less bandwidth efficient modulation relative to OOK, and
4-PAM as a less power efficient modulation relative to OOK using IM-DD over the
visible light channel. By using TDM as the multiplexing scheme amongst each of
the 12 anchor luminaries as depicted in Figure 4·1, the coarse phase of the algorithm
is employed at each of the 169 discrete locations. The positioning performance is
supplied over Monte Carlo simulation for 1200 trials for each modulation. Table 4.2
illustrates the choice of modulation doesnt affect the performance of the coarse phase
positioning when using TDM as the multiplexing scheme at the anchor luminaries.
It was decided to present the mean, median, mode, and standard deviation of the
positioning error due to the spatial discrepancies across the candidate indoor envi-
ronment. It can be observed that the mode positioning error over the entire indoor
space is sub-centimeter (e.g., 0.65 cm). The majority of the room is fully illuminated
with sufficient optical power to produce adequate positioning, however, in looking at
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Table 4.2: Coarse Phase Positioning Performance for Pulsed Modula-
tions using Time Division Multiplexing
Pulsed
Modulation
using TDM
Mean
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Mode
Positioning
Error [m]
Standard
Deviation
Positioning
Error [m]
OOK 0.315 0.3149 0.0065 0.1437
2PPM 0.315 0.3149 0.0065 0.1437
4PAM 0.315 0.3149 0.0065 0.1437
the mean value of the positioning error we observe that it increases to 31.5 cm and a
median of 31.49 cm. Both of which can account for the less illuminated areas through-
out the room. Figure 4·9 shows the spatial distribution of SNR overlaid throughout
the room at the 2.2 meter reference height. Each of the error distribution maps de-
pict the correlation with optical power strength with the positioning performance as
described in equation 4.11.
Figure 4·10 illustrates the performance from a different perspective. Each of the
169 candidate MT true positions are laid out on the grid and each of the 12 anchor
Luminaire positions are overlaid on the grid. One can observe that there is concen-
trated clustering around each of the Luminaries on the outer-edges of the candidate
environment, while in between Luminaries the coarse estimate is weighted in between
those which are within the field of view.
These depictions both represent the accuracy of the Coarse Phase Positioning
using TDM. Secondly, precision of the approach is inspected. Figure 4·11 illustrates
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and its directly apparent that accuracy
numbers are at the fiftieth percentile, while the ninetieth percentile is roughly 50
cm. This performance assumes clock synchronization between the anchor Luminaries
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Figure 4·9: Illustration of Coarse Proximity-based Positioning with
Time Division Multiplexing for OOK, 2-PPM, and 4-PAM pulsed mod-
ulations under the Spatial SNR Room Distribution
backbone network and the MT.
4.2.2 Coarse Phase - Proximity based Positioning with Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing
The modulations that are used to enable frequency division multiplexing were ACO-
OFDM and DCO-OFDM. There is a trade between ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM
in terms of its effect on BER. ACO-OFDM is more power-efficient than DCO-OFDM
due to not having a DC-bias and bandwidth inefficient compared to DCO-OFDM due
to selective use of subcarriers on which to transmit. The fact that illumination levels
within the indoor space produce high signal to noise ratios spatially throughout the
indoor space, the differences between ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM are not observed
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Figure 4·11: Empirical CDF of Euclidean Distance Error for Time
Division Multiplexing using Coarse Phase Proximity Positioning
in the coarse phase of the algorithm. The positioning performance is supplied over
Monte Carlo simulation for 1200 trials for each of the modulations.
Figure 4·12 depicts the performance spatially of the OFDM schemes over the
entire indoor space and they perform the same, which is expected at high signal
to noise ratios. Table 4.3 again illustrates the mean, median, mode and standard
deviations of the using OFDM as a multiplexing scheme during the coarse phase of
positioning. It does perform slightly better on all accounts than synchronized TDM.
Median positioning error is 30.29 cm.
Figure 4·13 illustrates the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and its directly
apparent that accuracy numbers are at the fiftieth percentile, while the ninetieth
percentile is roughly 50 cm, which is slightly better performance than TDM.
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Figure 4·12: Illustration of Coarse Proximity-based Positioning with
Frequency Division Multiplexing for DCO-OFDM and ACO-OFDM
modulations under the Spatial SNR Room Distribution
4.2.3 Coarse Phase - Proximity based Positioning with Code Division
Multiplexing
Akin to the TDM evaluation, the modulations being used are also pulsed. OOK is
used as a reference, 2-PPM as a less bandwidth efficient modulation relative to OOK,
and 4-PAM as a less power efficient modulation relative to OOK using IM-DD over
the visible light channel. By using CDM as the multiplexing scheme amongst each of
the 12 anchor luminaries as depicted in Figure 4·1, the coarse phase of the algorithm is
employed at each of the 169 discrete locations, but the principle difference compared
to TDM is the presence of multiple access interference (MAI). It has been shown
that the use of extend quadratic sequences, a type of prime code, is best used for
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Table 4.3: Coarse Phase Positioning Performance for Multicarrier
Modulations using Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
Multicarrier
Modulation
using OFDM
Mean
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Mode
Positioning
Error [m]
Standard
Deviation
Positioning
Error [m]
ACO-OFDM 0.305 0.3029 0.0056 0.1232
DCO-OFDM 0.305 0.3029 0.0056 0.1232
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Figure 4·13: Empirical CDF of Euclidean Distance Error for Orthog-
onal Frequency Division Multiplexing using Coarse Phase Proximity
Positioning
indoor positioning using visible light compared to other families of codes used in RF
and Fiber communications [37]. The positioning performance is supplied over Monte
Carlo simulation for 1200 trials for each modulation. Table 4.4 illustrates the choice
of modulation affects the performance of the coarse phase positioning when using
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CDM as the multiplexing scheme at the anchor luminaries.
Figure 4·14: Illustration of Coarse Proximity-based Positioning with
Code Division Multiplexing for OOK, 2-PPM, and 4-PAM pulsed mod-
ulations under the Spatial SNR Room Distribution
It can be observed that the mode positioning error over the entire indoor space
varies per pulsed modulation (OOK 1.21 cm, 2-PPM 2.85 cm, and 4-PAM 0.95 cm).
The majority of the room is fully illuminated with sufficient optical power to produce
adequate positioning, however, in looking at the mean value of the positioning error
we observe that it increases again varying with modulation from (OOK 34.06 cm,
2-PPM 34.04 cm, and 4-PAM 33.21 cm) and a median of (OOK 32.58 cm, 2-PPM
34.78 cm, and 4-PAM 32.05 cm). All of which can account for the less illuminated
areas throughout the room impacting the position estimate accuracy throughout the
indoor environment. Each of the error distribution maps in Figure 4·14 depict the
correlation with optical power strength with the positioning performance as described
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Table 4.4: Coarse Phase Positioning Performance for Pulsed Modula-
tions using Code Division Multiplexing
Pulsed
Modulation
using CDM
Mean
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Mode
Positioning
Error [m]
Standard
Deviation
Positioning
Error [m]
OOK 0.3406 0.3258 0.0121 0.1643
2PPM 0.3404 0.3278 0.0285 0.1515
4PAM 0.3321 0.3205 0.0095 0.1578
in equation 4.11.
Furthermore, we illustrate the difference directly between TDM and CDM for each
of the pulsed modulation schemes in Figure 4·16 for OOK, Figure 4·17 for 2-PPM,
and Figure 4·18 for 4-PAM.
Figure 4·15 illustrates the performance from a different perspective. Each of the
169 candidate MT true positions are laid out on the grid and each of the 12 anchor
Luminaire positions are overlaid on the grid. One can observe that there is still
a concentrated clustering around each of the Luminaries on the outer-edges of the
candidate environment, while in between Luminaries the coarse estimate is weighted
in between those which are within the field of view while using CDM as occurred
with OFDM and TDM. The difference is that the MAI add more distortion to the
positional estimate for each of the evaluated modulations. These depictions both
represent the accuracy of the Coarse Phase Positioning using CDM.
Secondly, precision of the approach is inspected, Figure 4·19 illustrates the cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) and its directly apparent that the reported accuracy
numbers are at the fiftieth percentile, while the ninetieth percentile are again mod-
ulation dependent. (OOK 57.5 cm, 2-PPM 56.5 cm, and 4-PAM 56.3 cm). The
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Figure 4·19: Empirical CDF of Euclidean Distance Error for Code
Division Multiplexing using Coarse Phase Proximity Positioning
modulation dependency, qualitatively, is not a substantial factor in the coarse er-
ror distribution throughout the candidate indoor environment as the multiple access
interference dominates and provides degradation relative to the synchronous TDM
multiplexing approach or the asynchronous OFDM multiplexing approach. The ben-
efits and drawbacks of the approaches are summarized in Table 4.6.
In comparing the three multiplexing schemes performance during the Coarse Phase
in Table 4.5, it is noted that OFDM performs the best of all three schemes yet it does
require more sophisticated modulation. In terms of pulsed modulation schemes TDM
outperforms CDM.
4.3 Fine Phase
The fine phase of the two-phase algorithm capitalizes on having multiple anchor
luminaries in view to perform trilateration or triangulation at the MT. In this section
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Table 4.5: Comparison amongst TDM, CDM, and OFDM in Coarse
Phase
Coarse Phase
Multiplexing
Scheme
Mean
Pos.
Error [m]
Median
Pos.
Error [m]
Mode
Pos.
Error [m]
Std
Dev.
Pos.
Error [m]
90 Percent
Precision
OFDM-ALL 0.305 0.3029 0.0056 0.1232 0.498
TDM-ALL 0.315 0.3149 0.0065 0.1437 0.5085
CDM-4PAM 0.3321 0.3205 0.0095 0.1578 0.563
CDM-2PPM 0.3404 0.3278 0.0285 0.1515 0.565
CDM-OOK 0.3406 0.3258 0.0121 0.1643 0.575
Table 4.6: Benefits and Drawbacks of Multiplexing Approaches during
Coarse Phase Positioning
Coarse Phase
Multiplexing
Scheme
Benefits Drawbacks
OFDM
Better suited for high
data rate communication,
Asynchronous
Complex Modulator
and Demodulator
TDM Simplistic
Requires Network Infrastructure,
Highly Accurate Clocks,
Synchronous
CDM Asynchronous
Multiple Access Interference,
Codes are not fully orthogonal
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different measurements are evaluated: AoA, ToF, and RSS. When AoA measurements
are observed, a novel iterative triangulation algorithm is introduced based on azimuth
and elevation angles constrained by the geometry of the MT-anchor geometry. In
addition to this we, expand the fine phase to include ToF and RSS measurements using
least-squares triangulation. It is noted that other algorithms to perform triangulation
or trilateration may be performed in the fine phase, but the key application is the
framework that is introduced.
4.3.1 Fine Phase - Triangulation based Positioning using AoA
The orientation of the target is crucial and the determination of target location is
geometry and search related given the information available. The coarse phase of
the algorithm measured PRkq,j (φkq,j, θkq,j) and provided an initial guess of the range,
‖Rˆkq ,j‖2 = ||rˆRj − rSkq,desired || between the source Luminaire anchor and the MT.
Therefore, In certain circumstances when the receivers and transmitters are aligned
with very little tilt or rotation, we may assume that θkq ,j = φkq,j, ∀k ∈ L, q ∈ Q, j ∈M
Under this assumption, we may compute an estimate for the angle of incidence, θk,j.
θkq ,j = cos
−1


(
PRkq,j (φkq,j, θkq,j)
PRkq,j (0, 0)
) 1
m+M+κ

 (4.12)
The fine phase of the two-phase positioning algorithm served to improve the initial
coarse estimate by measuring bearing and elevation angles observed from the land-
mark source Luminaries and triangulating its position. There are several approaches
to triangulation in the literature such as iterative search, geometric circle intersection,
geometric triangulation, and the Newton-Raphson method [31]. Firstly, to place the
AoA analysis of bearing/azimuth and elevation discussion into context, give attention
to the geometry outlined in Figure 4·20. To consider the geometry of the Luminaire
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anchor and MT pairs, ray optics may be applied to infer angular information. LOSkq,j
is the line of sight vector of illumination from the qth LED within the kth Luminaire
anchor to the jth MT; it has length ‖Rkq ,j‖2 and orientation nˆSkq
Z
X
Y
Figure 4·20: Two Source-Single Receiver Geometry Illustration for
Azimuth and Elevation Angle of Arrival Measurement with Local Co-
ordinate Frame
Typically three dimensional triangulation requires four reference anchors due to
the fact that each Luminaire anchor provides one independent AoA measurement
to the MT. However, if the MT is capable of measuring both Azimuth (ψˆk,j) and
Elevation (αˆk,j) with respect to its orientation axis (e.g the z-axis is nˆRj ) , only two
anchors are required for triangulation. Let Dx and Dy denote the inter-luminaire
spacing in the x and y directions, mounted on the ceiling. Given these two distances
any inter-anchor distance, D, can be computed when determining which anchors to
use for triangulation. Furthermore, we may compute the ranges between the anchors
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k = 1, 2 and the jth receiver of interest as follows:
‖Rˆ1,j‖2 = 1
Q
Q∑
q=1
D
√
1 + tan2 ψˆ1q ,j
sin αˆ1q ,j(tan ψˆ1q ,j tan ψˆ2q ,j)
(4.13)
D =
√
D2x +D
2
y (4.14)
‖Rˆ2,j‖2 = 1
Q
Q∑
q=1
D
√
1 + tan2 ψˆ2q ,j
sin αˆ2q ,j(tan ψˆ1q ,j tan ψˆ2q ,j)
(4.15)
rˆRjFINE =
1
L
L∑
k=1



 XkYk
Zk

+

 ‖Rˆk,j‖2 sin αˆk,j cos ψˆk,j‖Rˆk,j‖2 sin αˆk,j sin ψˆk,j
‖Rˆk,j‖2 cos αˆk,j



 (4.16)
It can be seen in equations 4.13, 4.15, 4.16 that given perfect measurements of
the Azimuth (ψˆk,j = ψk,j) and Elevation (αˆk,j = αk,j) between the MT and two
anchor source Luminaries, the position of the MT can be analytically computed. Due
to the non-linearity of the transformations, bias and precision errors in the angular
measurements can drastically affect the estimate of MT position. There are measures
to be taken to bound the effect instrumentation errors propagating. Given that
lighting source Luminaries are typically installed in a fixed location within the indoor
space, we may derive a geometric constraint [18] which aids in the removal of poor
measurements. In this work, however, we assume that the light source Luminaries
are on the ceiling as in Figure 4·1 and can derive the geometric constraint according
to the illustration in Figure 4·20.
If one defines an error vector e as follows, for the azimuth and elevation errors for
each anchor Luminaire observed by the MT over a measurement frame worth of time
(e.g., 100 ms) samples.
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e = [e1, e2, e3, ..., eM ]
T (4.17)
ek =
[
eψ1,j [m], eα1,j [m], eψ2,j [m], eα2,j [m]
]
, m = 1, 2, ..,M (4.18)
eψk,j [m] = ψk,j[m]− ψˆk,j[m], m = 1, 2, ..,M (4.19)
eαk,j [m] = αk,j[m]− αˆk,j[m], m = 1, 2, ..,M (4.20)
We propose to minimize the square error f(e) subject to the geometric constraint
c(em) at each for each measurement during the measurement interval.
argmin
e
f(e) = eTe
subject to c(e1) = 0
c(e2) = 0
c(e3) = 0
c(e4) = 0
...
c(eM) = 0
(4.21)
By inspecting the line segments in Figure 4·21 from the first source-MT pair,
one can derive the constraining geometry between the sources and the MT. Line
segment AB = AS1 sin(ξ1[m]) is determined by angle ξ1[m], while the zenith angle
α1[m] defines the line segment AR: cot(
pi
2
− α1[m]) = AS1/AR, which results in
AB = AR cot(pi
2
− α1[m]) sin(ξ1[m]).
Inspecting the second source-MT pair line segments, Line segment AB = BS2
sin(ξ2[m]) is determined by angle ξ2[m], while the zenith angle α2[m] defines the
line segment AR: cot(pi
2
− α2[m]) = BS2/AR, which results in AB = AR cot(pi2 −
α2[m]) sin(ξ2[m]). Combining the constraints, equality must hold or equivalently the
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Z
X
Y
Figure 4·21: Two Source-Single Receiver Geometry Illustration for
Derivation of Geometric Constraint
difference between the two for a given measurement is zero.
Resulting in AB = AR cot(pi
2
− α2[m]) sin(ξ2[m]) = AR cot(pi2 − α1[m]) sin(ξ1[m]).
Figure 4·22: Two Source-Single Receiver Angle Geometry Illustration
in the Receiver’s Plane
By projecting the plane of the sources down to the plane of the MT, one can
observe by alternating interior angles that the angle ξ1[m] and ξ2[m] is equivalent to
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the angle observed by the MT in its own coordinate frame in Figure 4·22.
X
Y
Figure 4·23: Two Source-Single Receiver Geometry Illustration of
Receiver Plane Angles to Azimuth Angles
Ultimately the MT measures azimuth and elevation angles with respect to the
sources within its FoV. Figure 4·23 shows that ψ1[m] = π/2 + ξ1[m] and ψ2[m] =
3π/2− ξ2[m]. We can observe that the constraint based on this configuration is given
by:
c(em) = cot(
pi
2
− αˆ1,j[m]− eα1,j [m]) sin(ψˆ1,j [m] + eψ1,j [m]− pi2 )−
cot(pi
2
− αˆ2,j [m]− eα2,j [m]) sin(3pi2 − ψˆ2,j [m]− eα2,j [m]) = 0
(4.22)
This constrained optimization problem may be solved with Lagrangian functions
and may be transformed through linearly approximating the M constraint’s c(e1),
c(e2), ..., c(eM) into a more computationally effective Quadratic Programming (QP)
problem [18].
L = f(e) +
M∑
m=1
λTmc(em) (4.23)
Realizing this is in an iterative problem attempting to find to the optimal solution
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and Lagrange multipliers associated with the error vector (e∗, λ∗1, λ
∗
2, λ
∗
3, ..., λ
∗
M). Con-
sider the ith iteration during the search for the optimal solution and let the current
estimate of the Lagrange multipliers be (ei, λi1, λ
i
2, λ
i
3, ..., λ
i
M).
argmin
p
1
2
piH i(pi)T +∇f(ei)(pi)T
subject to ∇c(ei)(pi)T +
M∑
m=1
c(ei) = 0
The matrix H i is the Hessian of the Lagrangian for the vector ei at the ith
iteration:
ei = [ei1, e
i
2, e
i
3, ...e
i
M ]
T (4.24)
H i ≡ ∂
2f
∂ei,j∂ei,k
(4.25)
A =


H i −∇c(ei1)T . . . −∇c(eiM )T
∇c(ei1)
... . . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
∇c(eiM) 0 . . . 0

 (4.26)
x =


(pi)T
µi1
...
µiM

 (4.27)
b =


−∇L(ei, λi1, . . . , λiM)T
c(ei1)
...
c(eiM)

 (4.28)
Ax = b (4.29)
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The variables pi and µi1, ..., µ
i
M are the corrections applied to e
i and λi1, ..., λ
i
M
respectively if they satisfy the Wolfe Conditions in equation 4.30.


(ei+1)T
λi+11
λi+12
λi+13
...
λi+1M


=


(ei)T
λi1
λi2
λi3
...
λiM


+ αi


(pi)T
µi1
µi2
µi3
...
µiM


(4.30)
The optimization is iterative and have pre-established performance criteria estab-
lished such as an error tolerance (ζ ≥ 0): ||ei+1 − ei|| ≤ ζ to prevent diminishing
returns on computation or subject to a minimum of a maximum iteration constraint
: Imax or a computation time constraint τmax, to prevent excessive computation time.
This personal work of the two-phase algorithm has been published [125].
τ = min {Imax, τmax} (4.31)
Firstly, the effect of orientation and field of view on the receiver design was studied
to bound the design space; if the coarse performance is poor or numerically ill defined,
the fine phase of the algorithm is of no use. Figure 4·24 illustrates the mean Euclidean
distance error as an intensity plot for fixed field of views as a function of receiver
orientation (Azimuth and Elevation in its local coordinate frame).
It is observed that for FoV /∈ [70, 110], there are potential orientation config-
urations in which a coarse estimate cannot be made (as seen as white patches in
Figure 4·24). The 90 degree FoV provides the best mean Euclidean distance accuracy
performance over all receiver orientation ranging from 42 cm to 55 cm when not
being directly beneath luminaries. Taking this result into account, the spatial error
distribution is investigated for the coarse phase of the algorithm. The intensity map
of accuracy error is shown in Figure 4·24. The largest spatial contributors of error are
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the poorly illuminated areas; however occupants are generally not isolated to these
corner areas. We can observe that the coarse phase effectively groups the receiver
to the closest luminaries or combination thereof, therefore the performance of this
scheme is best when the receiver is in the closest proximity to luminaries.
The fine phase of the algorithm serves to improve the initial coarse estimate. The
Euclidean distance error is improved over the interior of the room when compared to
the coarse phase performance as the receiver is able to arrive at useful independent
measurements and can refine the initial coarse estimate, if sufficient anchor luminaries
are in view. It is noticed, however, that the fine phase processing has little impact
on the poorly illuminated sections of the room. The results reported offer significant
improvements over state of the art piggyback approaches due to both the ubiquity
and distribution of anchor sources provided throughout the indoor environment as
well as the directionality of the medium over which the positioning is performed.
Moreover the computational complexity is low as a coarse estimate is found within
one multiple access cycle, whereas the fine estimate arrives at a solution within four
iterations on average. This algorithm is performed in the mobile device and can be
thought of as distributed; however as we have shown herein the device may report its
estimates of its location to the infrastructure to allow the infrastructure to provide
services or resources to the mobile device.
Figure 4·25 illustrates the performance of using AoA measurements to perform
geometric constrained triangulation when the observations from the MT are made
on anchor Luminaries, which have access to the visible light channel via TDM. It is
worth noting, that red ’x”s denote the true position of the MT at each of the discrete
location’s the computations are performed. The corners of the room cannot return a
valid positional estimate because an insufficient number of anchor luminaries are in
the MT’s FoV.
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Figure 4·25: Fine Phase Positioning Performance in Candidate Room
using Angle of Arrival Measurement, Geometric Constrained Optimized
Triangulation Positioning Algorithm and Time Division Multiplexing
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Figure 4·26: Fine Phase Positioning Performance in Candidate Room
using Angle of Arrival Measurement, Geometric Constrained Optimized
Triangulation Positioning Algorithm and Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing
Figure 4·26 illustrates the performance of using AoA measurements to perform
geometric constrained triangulation when the observations from the MT are made on
anchor Luminaries, which have access to the visible light channel via OFDM.
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4.3.2 Fine Phase - Trilateration based Positioning using ToF
In an attempt to provide a broader framework, other measurements are evaluated,
yet in this dissertation published trilateration algorithms are used as the positioning
mechanism as opposed to the novel framework presented in the AoA case. In partic-
ular, least squares triangulation based on overdetermined set of equations is used to
map a sequence of ToF/Range measurements into positional coordinates. Chapter 2
outlined this method, but it is re-introduced here for readability.
(xj − x0)2 + (yj − y0)2 + (zj − z0)2 = D2(rmj , r0)
(xj − x1)2 + (yj − y1)2 + (zj − z1)2 = D2(rmj , r1)
(xj − x2)2 + (yj − y2)2 + (zj − z2)2 = D2(rmj , r2)
(4.32)
Typically this is solved via a least squares algorithm. The following matrices are
defined such that Arˆmj = b:
A = 2


xn − x1 yn − y1 zn − z1
...
...
...
xn − xn−1 yn − yn−1 zn − zn−1

 (4.33)
b =


(r21 − r2n)− (x21 − x2n)− (y21 − y2n)− (z21 − z2n)
...
(r2n−1 − r2n)− (x2n−1 − x2n)− (y2n−1 − y2n)− (z2n−1 − z2n)

 (4.34)
rˆmj =
(
ATA
)−1
ATb (4.35)
Figure 4·27 illustrates the performance of using ToF measurements to perform
least squares trilateration when the observations from the MT are made on anchor
Luminaries, which have access to the visible light channel via TDM.
4.3.3 Fine Phase - Trilateration based Positioning using RSS
On top of the ToF measurement, the RSS measurement is evaluated. Again, least
squares trilateration based on overdetermined set of equations is used to map a se-
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Figure 4·27: Fine Phase Positioning Performance in Candidate Room
using Time of Flight Measurement, Geometric Constrained Optimized
Triangulation Positioning Algorithm and Time Division Multiplexing
quence of RSS/Range measurements into positional coordinates as with ToF mea-
surements defined above.
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Figure 4·28: Fine Phase Positioning Performance in Candidate Room
using Received Signal Strength Measurement, Least Squares Trilatera-
tion Positioning Algorithm and Time Division Multiplexing
Figure 4·28 illustrates the performance of using RSS measurements to perform
least squares trilateration when the observations from the MT are made on anchor
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Luminaries, which have access to the visible light channel via TDM.
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Figure 4·29: Fine Phase Positioning Performance in Candidate Room
using Received Signal Strength Measurement, Least Squares Trilatera-
tion Positioning Algorithm and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-
plexing
Figure 4·29 illustrates the performance of using RSS measurements to perform
least squares trilateration when the observations from the MT are made on anchor
Luminaries, which have access to the visible light channel via OFDM.
Figure 4·30 illustrates the performance of using RSS measurements to perform
geometric constrained triangulation when the observations from the MT are made on
anchor Luminaries, which have access to the visible light channel via CDM.
Table 4.7 illustrates the average, median, and standard deviation of the fine
phase performance for the six (6) evaluated transmission multiplexing and measure-
ment/positioning schemes. It must be noted, however, that the only valid areas within
the indoor environment contribute to the statistics reported. OFDM using RSS per-
forms the best with TDM using ToF performing slightly worse, but at the expense of
synchronization for TDM ToF, OFDM RSS appears much more attractive.
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Table 4.7: Fine Phase Positioning: Average, Median, and Standard
Deviation of Positioning Error
Performance Metric
Average
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Std Dev
Positioning
Error [m]
CDM
with
RSS
0.1142 0.0931 0.1050
OFDM
with
AOA
0.0778 0.0422 0.1191
OFDM
with
RSS
0.0608 0.0260 0.1252
TDM
with
AOA
0.1213 0.0985 0.1014
TDM
with
RSS
0.1059 0.0803 0.1067
TDM
with
TOF
0.0616 0.0276 0.1249
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Figure 4·30: Fine Phase Positioning Performance in Candidate Room
using Received Signal Strength Measurement, Least Squares Triangu-
lation Positioning Algorithm and Code Division Multiplexing
4.4 Combined Two Phase: Coarse-Fine Device Positioning
Algorithm
In general a Coarse phase positional estimate is always computed and stored away
in memory so long as at least a single anchor Luminaire is within the MT’s FoV. As
we have illustrated the coarse phase amounts to a weighted proximity estimate based
on received optical power and anchor luminaire location and orientation. The Fine
phase is also computed and stored away in memory if there are at least N anchor
luminaires within the MT’s FoV. The problem with the fine phase by itself is that a
positional estimate is not always produced and when the anchor requirement is not
met, nothing is returned. This distorts the concept of statistical performance slightly
insofar as the statistics discount the areas within the room that do not return an
estimate (e.g., ’NaN’).
rˆRj =
{
rˆRj,COARSE, if rˆRj,COARSE < rˆRj,F INE or rˆRj,F INE is undefined
rˆRj,F INE, otherwise
(4.36)
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The combination of Modulation, Coarse multiplexing, and fine channel measure-
ment / fine positioning algorithms evaluated using the two-phase framework are illus-
trated in Table 4.8. The Two Phase approach, like the coarse phase, reports results
over the entirety of the indoor space, contrary to the fine phase; this is the advantage
to the scheme. The disadvantage, at first glance at the results, could be interpreted
that the positioning performance has degraded.
This is misleading, as the expanded footprint of the room coverage provides valid
proximity position estimates, which affect average and median values. This can be
observed in all the empirical CDFs in Figure 4·32, Figure 4·35, and Figure 4·39
in which the Coarse phase, Fine Phase, and Combined Two-Phase precisions are
presented. The general trend with all of the scenarios is that the coarse phase has
the least sharp monotonic response as the positioning errors can be bounded by the
largest footprint. Furthermore it converges to probability 1 at the smallest distance.
The phase has the sharpest monotonic behavior, which is sensible as a majority of
the indoor environment has sufficient anchors in the MTs FoV, but the downside is
that it coverages to probability 1 at the largest distance. The two-phase approach
yields balance between the benefits of the coarse and the fine.
4.4.1 Accuracy and Precision for Coarse: 4-PAM CDM and Fine: RSS
Least Squares Trilateration
The 4-PAM modulation is used in conjunction with CDM as it had the best coarse
phase performance subject to MAI. RSS measurements are used in conjunction with
least squares triangulation due to the fact that RSS’ are easily measurable via au-
tocorrelation of codes and this also maximizes the use of asynchronous operation.
The positioning error performance throughout the room is 14.13 cm average, 9.97
cm median, with a standard deviation of 7.04 cm. Figure 4·31 illustrates the spatial
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Table 4.8: Two Phase : Coarse / Fine Positioning Average, Median,
and Standard Deviation of Positioning Error
Performance Metric
Average
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Std Dev
Positioning
Error [m]
CDM
with
RSS
0.1413 0.0997 0.0704
OFDM
with
AOA
0.0988 0.0452 0.0790
OFDM
with
RSS
0.0826 0.0328 0.0880
TDM
with
AOA
0.1403 0.1207 0.0539
TDM
with
RSS
0.1254 0.0975 0.0627
TDM
with
TOF
0.0833 0.0309 0.0877
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Figure 4·31: Two-Phase Accuracy with 4-PAM CDM and RSS Least
Squares Trilateration
distribution of positioning errors for this configuration.
4.4.2 Accuracy and Precision for Coarse: ACO-OFDM and Fine: AoA
Geometric Constrained Triangulation / RSS Least Squares Trian-
gulation
The performance of ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM was comparable during the coarse
phase for positioning purposes, but ACO-OFDM is more commonly applied for VLC
applications, therefore it was chosen as the modulation used with FDM. Both AoA
measurements used in conjunction with geometric constrained triangulation and RSS
measurements used in conjunction with least squares triangulation are evaluated un-
der the two phase algorithm.
The positioning error performance throughout the room is 9.88 cm average, 4.52
cm median, with a standard deviation of 7.90 cm for AoA measurements, whereas
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Figure 4·32: Two-Phase Precision with CDM Multiplexing
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Figure 4·33: Two-Phase Accuracy with ACO-OFDM and AoA Geo-
metric Constrained Triangulation
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Figure 4·34: Two-Phase Accuracy with ACO-OFDM and RSS Least
Squares Triangulation
the positioning error performance throughout the room is 8.26 cm average, 3.28 cm
median, with a standard deviation of 8.80 cm for RSS measurements. Figure 4·33
illustrates the spatial distribution of positioning errors for the AoA configuration
and Figure 4·34 illustrates the spatial distribution of positioning errors for the RSS
configuration.
4.4.3 Accuracy and Precision for Coarse: OOK TDM and Fine: AoA
Geometric Constrained Triangulation / RSS Least Squares Trilat-
eration /ToF Least Squares Trilateration
The coarse phase performance of OOK, 2-PPM, and 4-PAM modulations were equiv-
alent using TDM as the multiplexing scheme, therefore we simply use the OOK mod-
ulation in conjunction with TDM. When the backbone network and synchronization
are available within the infrastructure all three channel measurements may be used
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Figure 4·35: Two-Phase Precision with OFDM Multiplexing
(ToF, RSS, and AoA) using least squares triangulation for both ToF and RSS while
using geometric constrained triangulation for AoA.
Figure 4·36 illustrates the spatial distribution of positioning errors for the RSS
configuration. The positioning error performance throughout the room is 12.54 cm
average, 9.75 cm median, with a standard deviation of 6.27 cm using RSS measure-
ments. Figure 4·37 illustrates the spatial distribution of positioning errors for the
ToF configuration. The positioning error performance throughout the room is 8.33
cm average, 3.09 cm median, with a standard deviation of 8.77 cm using ToF mea-
surements. Figure 4·38 illustrates the spatial distribution of positioning errors for
the AoA configuration. The positioning error performance throughout the room is
14.03 cm average, 12.07 cm median, with a standard deviation of 5.39 cm using AoA
measurements.
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Figure 4·36: Two-Phase Accuracy with OOK TDM and RSS Least
Squares Triangulation
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Figure 4·37: Two-Phase Accuracy with OOK TDM and TOF Least
Squares Triangulation
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Figure 4·38: Two-Phase Accuracy with OOK TDM and AoA Geo-
metric Constrained Triangulation
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Figure 4·39: Two-Phase Precision with TDM Multiplexing
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4.4.4 Complexity, Robustness, Scalability, and Expense
The complexity of the two-phase algorithm is balanced when compared to conven-
tional approaches to the indoor positioning problem; its complexity is largely a func-
tion of the choices the designer makes for its application. ToF based trilateration
is typically complex in that it requires clock synchronization between anchors and
MTs. AoA is typically complex in that it requires antenna arrays or an imag-
ing receiver. RSS is typically less complex compared to the other two measure-
ment types. Overlaid on this is the multiplexing and modulation schemes, which
all have their own respective attractive and less desirable qualities. The advan-
tage of the two-phase algorithm is that the complexity can be as low as one de-
sires it to be (e.g., OOK/CDM/RSS/Trialteration) or as high as one desires (e.g.,
OFDM/AoA/Geometric Constrained Triangulation). In line with this dissertation’s
evaluation criteria, the complexity of this algorithm can be Low, Medium, or High.
As was presented in the performance of the fine phase of the two-phase algorithm,
when sufficient anchors aren’t within the FoV a positional estimate is not returned.
The fine-phase is typically the only phase that occurs in indoor positioning systems.
The advantage of the coarse phase being prepended to the fine phase is that as long
as a single anchor is in view, a positional estimate is returned. Furthermore, it
is bounded by the illumination radius of the anchor within the MT’s FoV. Outlier
suppression and blockage condition handling add to the robustness of the two phase
algorithm. In line with this dissertation’s evaluation criteria, the robustness of this
algorithm can be High.
This framework utilizes an infrastructure exploiting approach (IEA), which implies
piggybacking upon the lighting and communication infrastructure. The modification
to expand the footprint over which the positioning can apply changes when the lumi-
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naire anchor backbone network is updated. This is not necessarily non-zero work to
expand the footprint, but in theory the majority of the effort would be to expand the
lighting and communication services with positioning as a less of an impact overlay.
In line with this dissertation’s evaluation criteria, the scalability of this algorithm can
be Medium. In line with this dissertation’s evaluation criteria, the expense of this
algorithm can be Low since the major expense is the primary function of illumination
not the overlaid services.
4.5 Positioning Latency
One principle concern for the practical adoption of such an indoor positioning system
is the latency required to produce a positional estimate of a certain accuracy; this
problem is explored in this work. This requirement often does not receive signifi-
cant attention with the exception of Bluetooth technologies or RF fingerprinting [95],
which requires correlation between live measurements and training signatures stored
in a database. In positioning systems there is a fundamental tradeoff between accu-
racy/precision and latency. A latency constrained optimization algorithm is proposed
to be employed in conjunction with the two-phase algorithm for estimating the posi-
tion of a MT receiver over the visible light channel. The advantage of the two-phase
algorithm is that it provides a framework to provide rapid proximity-based positional
estimates with accuracies bounded to within the illumination projection radius of the
distributed luminaries (anchor nodes) as presented throughout this chapter. Further-
more the positional estimate is computed within a reasonable time constraint while
requiring only a single luminaire in its field of view. However, when there are a
sufficient number of anchor luminaries in view the positioning algorithm can further
improve the accuracy and precision through application of triangulation via angle of
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arrival measurements, or trilateration via ToF or RSS measurements at the expense
of latency (up to tenths of seconds) for the positioning routine to return an estimate.
The proposed framework allows a fundamental trade of accuracy and latency to be
made depending on the observable parameters known to the positioning algorithm
at run time. The discrete positions that are evaluated within the environment under
this framework are illustrated in Figure 4·40. Each position is labeled from 0 to 168
in a raster scan pattern starting from the origin of the environments coordinate frame
origin.
Figure 4·40: Illustration of Discrete MT Rx Locations within Indoor
Environment
To analyze the temporal latency performance of the two-phase algorithm, consider
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an arbitrary modulated message to be sent from the luminaire m(t) to the receiver
over the VLC channel proportional to an optical power X(t). Each LED has its own
pre-transmission time delay λkq in addition to the free space delay it incurs
‖Rkq,j‖2
c
.
Hence the time required for the received signal strength to arrive at the receiver for
each source Luminarie is given by equation 4.37.
T∆kq,j [n] = λkq +
‖Rkq,j‖2
c
(4.37)
A particular receiver in its LOS channel will observe the linear combination of
time-delayed, noise corrupted modulated messages in equations 4.37 and 4.38
X(t− λkq)⊗ hSkq ,Rj(t, φkq,j, θkq,j) = H
kq,j
f (0, φkq,j, θkq,j)X(t− T∆kq,j [n]) (4.38)
Thus the instantaneous received signal is given by equation 4.39. Whereas the
average power is given by integrating over a time period of the signaling in equation
4.40
Yj(t, φj, θj) =
1
Q
Q∑
q=1
L∑
k=1
H
kq,j
f (0, φkq,j, θkq,j)X(t− T∆kq,j [n]) + nkq ,j(t) (4.39)
Pj(t, φj, θj) =
∫
T
Yj(t, φj, θj)dt (4.40)
If the angular measurements are feasible given the current environmental condi-
tions then the latency threshold τ is enforced. The fact that under the fine phase of
the two-phase localization requires an optimization routine can encounter trajectories
under which it does not converge. If it does not converge in this state, the positioning
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routine reverts back to using the coarse positioning slot and stores that result in the
database for the use of mobility support functions.
t =
I∑
n=1
tfine,n + tcoarse (4.41)
The advantage of the two phase algorithm it has an inherent design to trade off
between requiring more accuracy and conversely requiring a decent accuracy with
minimal latency impacts. In this work we aim to investigate how to quantify the
impacts in various environments. Figure 4·42 illustrates the design of the latency
optimization algorithm employed, whereas Figure 4·41 provides three example tra-
jectories in selecting which phase of the two-phase algorithm to employ in certain
positioning time-slots.
As discussed prior, we aim to bound the error tolerance to prevent the fine phase of
the algorithm to continue attempting to optimize for diminishing returns in location
estimate; therefore the fine positioning time-slot is variable yet bounded, while the
coarse positioning time-slot is fixed. The coarse phase provides a low latency estimate
based on the bounding radius of the projected illumination pattern. Recalling that
Dk,j = c · ToFk,j between each transmitter (jth) and each receiver (kth) for a line
of sight path between them, the time required to make a coarse estimate is simply
given by the sum of the time of flight and the processing time required in the receiver
electronics:
τCoarsek,j = ToFk,j + tProck,j (4.42)
The time required to make a fine estimate is more involved. It requires at minimum
the same amount of processing time that the coarse estimate requires and accounts
for the time the geometric constrained optimization requires.
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τF inek,j = min{ToFk,j + tProck,j+, Imax · tGCO + ToFk,j + tProck,j , } (4.43)
Figure 4·41: Coarse Fine Positioning Time-Slot Time Line
4.5.1 Latency Optimization Protocol for the Two Phase Algorithm
The approach to the latency sensitivity to the two-phase localization algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 4·42.
Upon the jth MT receiver entering an indoor environment, it must establish its
initialization and startup functions if it has not already performed these to be in a
state to participate in VLC communications as a consumer of data. As illustrated in
equation 4.11, the received data is directly proportional to the received signal strength
(RSS). if it observers any anchor Luminaries in its FOV .
If there is an absence of Luminaries in view, the MT receiver moves to the Posi-
tioning Error state by logging that it cannot arrive at a coarse estimate and returns to
the Enter Environment state.. Upon received signal strength activity on its interface,
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Figure 4·42: Latency Protocol Flow Chart for Two Phase Algorithm
the MT has determined that there is at least one Luminaire within its FOV and it
proceeds to the Obtain Coarse Estimate via Multiplexing Access and RSS. As a result
of processing the coarse estimate, the MT receiver determines if there are a sufficient
number of source Luminaries within the jth MT receiver’s FOVj to perform fine phase
positioning. As dictated by equations 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16 N ≥ 2 to monitor the
AoA’s within the indoor environment within the Obtain Fine Estimate via ToF, RSS,
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or AoA state. Note that the attention in the latency section is devoted to AoA as it
requires the most computational resources when compared to RSS and ToF for the
fine phase. The selection of the particular two Luminaries to use is determined by
the strength of the signal component it contributes to the integrated received power
over the area of the photodetectors. In either case N ≥ 2 or N < 2, the positioning
approach initially uses the coarse phase of the two-phase algorithm in the Use Coarse
Positioning Slot state to arrive at an estimate of the jth MT receiver’s position. The
number of Luminaries determines the step after the application of the coarse phase
of the positioning algorithm for that particular positioning slot.
If the number of source Luminaries is too few to enable AoA monitoring then
the algorithm simply uses the coarse algorithm result for one localization slot and
publishes its location estimate to its local database in the Store Position, Orientation,
and Rate state and makes it available to any functions which require mobility support
can utilize them in the Mobility Support Functions state. After the positioning slot
has determined to simply use the coarse phase exclusively and the publication of the
result has been made the state transitions back to check if at least one luminaire is
in view for the next positioning slot.
On the contrary, if there are sufficient source Luminaries in the MT receiver’s
field of view, then during the coarse positioning slot, the cumulative time taken to
arrive at a location estimate is compared against a pre-defined latency threshold T .
During the first iteration of the positioning loop the threshold is not exceeded and the
Use Fine Positioning for Slot state is entered, whereupon the quadratic geometric
constrained optimization routine outlined in equations 4.21 and 4.22 is performed.
As can be expected with optimization routines, there are occurrences where a
solution adhering to the optimization criteria does not occur and hence a solution to
the optimization is not obtained. A timeout check is again enforced to determine if
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the Latency Threshold τ is violated attempting to arrive at a position estimate.
4.5.2 Latency Optimization Protocol Results
In relation to the indoor environment in Figure 4·40, each discrete location receiver
has the two-phase algorithm execute for 500 Monte Carlo trials. Figure 4·44 illustrates
the median positioning / localization accuracy where as the Figure 4·43 illustrates
the latency required to attain that accuracy. Worst case accuracies are attainable in
the poorest illuminated areas of 0.65 m. The error bound γ = 0.1 m is chosen. The
algorithm did not encounter a trajectory in the current framework which caused the
optimization to timeout ( Imax = 5). Figure 4·40 illustrates which discrete positions
in the environment utilize which phase of the two-phase algorithm for its localization
determination.
One may interpret the results by looking at a particular discrete receiver loca-
tion. The accuracies range from 0 to 0.65 meters and the time required ranges from
nanoseconds to tenths of seconds. The receiver positions, which simply use the coarse
phase produce a high error estimate with a very small latency, while the fine phase
produces in general more accurate estimates with more computation time required.
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Chapter 5
Indoor Positioning using Visible Light :
Illumination Effects on the Proposed Two
Phase Positioning Algorithm
Similar to the evaluation in Chapter 4, the coarse phase of the two-phase algorithm is
explored for modulations that incorporate dimming features for both pulsed modula-
tions (e.g., VPPM, MPPM, OPPM) and multicarrier modulations (e.g.,DCO-OFDM
with PWM, and ACO-OFDM with PWM). The pulsed modulations are evaluated
using both TDM and CDM as multiplexing techniques, while the multicarrier modu-
lations are evaluated using FDM as the multiplexing technique. The pulsed modula-
tions are all variations on PPM, which can be just as power efficient as OOK in the
2-PPM case, but is overall bandwidth inefficient for all cases as discussed in Chapter 3
and illustrated in Figure 3-8. The higher the order of the PPM modulation the more
power efficient it becomes at the expense of bandwidth inefficiency. Recall VPPM is
a variation of 2-PPM, in which dimming is achieved by altering the duty cycle of the
symbol transmission.
Figure 5·1 illustrates the relationship between perceived brightness (PB) level ob-
served by a human as a function of the dimming ratio in the electronics. A main
takeaway is that this relationship is non-linear, therefore dimming can be very ef-
fective to satisfy human perception requirements while still providing enough optical
power to satisfy the electronics requirements for communications, positioning, etc.
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The modulation formats of Chapter 4 all attained dimming ratios ρ = 0.5, which
translates to a PB of 70.71 percent. By reducing the dimming ratio to 0.125 in the
electronics, the human would now perceive roughly half the brightness of the un-
dimmed modulation formats. The increasing concavity enables a large increase in
PB for a small increase in ρ, whereas the dimming requires larger decreases in ρ for
smaller decreases in PB.
PB = 100
√
ρ = 100
√
PAVG
PMAX
(5.1)
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Figure 5·1: Illustration of the Non-Linear relationship between Hu-
man Perception of Illumination and Electronics Perception of Illumi-
nation
The coarse phase of the two-phase algorithm exploits received optical power ratios,
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but one cannot hastily assume that this ratio relationship nullifies impacts to the
optical power levels required to maintain sufficient link conditions and ultimately
support BER targets. Figure 5·3 illustrates the power limiting effects for a sample
n = 8 and w = 32 on the achievable rate under. This illustrates that the impact
of optical power levels in not the limiting factor in achievable rate; it is actually the
bandwidth.
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Figure 5·2: Illustration of the Non-Linear relationship between Hu-
man Perception of Illumination and Electronics Perception of Illumi-
nation
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Figure 5·3: Achievable Data Rate vs Peak Optical Power of LEDs at
a target BER of 10−6 at Bandwidth 20 MHz, and Dimming Ratio of
8/32 for MPPM, and OPPM.
Figure 5·4 illustrates the bandwidth limiting effects of the dimmable pulsed mod-
ulations subject to dimming. One can observe that for VPPM, the peak is at the
ρ = 0.5 or PR = 70.7107. This also holds true for MPPM modulation independent
of the size of the codebook as summarized in Table 5.1. OPPM on the other hand
can increase its achievable rate as the PR or ρ increases up until its maximum as
summarized in Table 5.2, after which the achievable data rate decreases. It should
be noted that for a target BER, the achievable data rate for all schemes increases as
the bandwidth available increases as illustrated in Figure 5·4.
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Table 5.1: MPPM Perceived Brightness at the Maximum Achievable
Data Rate as per Code length Order
MPPM Order N PB Max
4 70.7107
8 70.7107
16 70.7107
32 70.7107
64 70.7107
128 70.7107
Table 5.2: OPPM Perceived Brightness at the Maximum Achievable
Data Rate as per Code length Order
OPPM Order N PB Max
4 70.7107
8 79.0569
16 82.9156
32 84.7791
64 86.6025
128 88.3883
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5.1 Coarse Phase
It is worth noting that the baseline dimming is ρ = 0.5 acheives a target SNR perfor-
mance, when the dimming level is increased (e.g., increase in duty cycle, ρ = 0.7813)
the SNR increases and upon a decrease in dimming level (e.g., decrease the duty
cycle, ρ = 0.2) the SNR decreases for scenarios in which there isn’t peak power con-
straint. In scenarios when a peak power constraint is imposed ρ = 0.5 will provide
the maximum modulation depth. Recall that in Chapter 4 it was illustrated that
the coarse error distribution performance has a correlation with normalized received
optical power strength as described in equation 4.11. As such the coarse error distri-
bution is invariant to dimming until either the noise floor or the saturation limit of
the photodetector is reached at the MT.
5.1.1 Coarse Phase - Proximity based Positioning with Time Division
Multiplexing
As discussed in Chapter 3 section 3.5, the modulations that are being employed
are VPPM, MPPM and OPPM using IM-DD over the visible light channel at three
different dimming levels (ρ = 0.5, ρ = 0.7813, and ρ = 0.2). By using TDM as
the multiplexing scheme amongst each of the 12 anchor luminaries in the indoor
environment outlined in Chapter 4 Figure 41, the coarse phase of the algorithm is
employed at each of the 169 discrete locations.
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Figure 5·5: Illustration of Coarse Proximity-based Positioning with
Time Division Multiplexing for OOK-CT, VPPM, MPPM, and OPPM
pulsed modulations with dimming under the Spatial SNR Room Dis-
tribution
The positioning performance is supplied over Monte Carlo simulation for 1200
trials for each modulation. Table 5.3 illustrates the choice of modulation doesn’t affect
the performance of the coarse phase positioning when using TDM as the multiplexing
scheme at the anchor luminaries. It was decided to present the mean, median, mode,
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Table 5.3: TDM Coarse Positioning Performance for VPPM, MPPM,
and OPPM subject to Dimming
Coarse Phase
Modulation
- Multiplexing
Avg. Pos.
Error [m]
Med. Pos.
Error [m]
Mode Pos.
Error [m]
Std. Dev.
Error [m]
VPPM - TDM 0.315 0.3149 0.0065 0.1437
MPPM - TDM 0.315 0.3149 0.0065 0.1437
OPPM - TDM 0.315 0.3149 0.0065 0.1437
and standard deviation of the positioning error due to the spatial discrepancies across
the candidate indoor environment.
It can be observed that the mode positioning error over the entire indoor space is
also sub-centimeter (e.g., 0.65 cm) as observed in Chapter 4. The majority of the room
is fully illuminated with sufficient optical power to produce adequate positioning,
however, in looking at the mean value of the positioning error we observe that it
increases to 31.5 cm and a median of 31.49 cm. Both of which can account for the
less illuminated areas throughout the room. The same spatial distribution employed
in Chapter 4 is used to inspect the performance with dimming overlaid.
5.1.2 Coarse Phase - Proximity based Positioning with Code Division
Multiplexing
Akin to the TDM evaluation, the modulations that are being employed are VPPM,
MPPM and OPPM using IM-DD over the visible light channel at three different
dimming levels (ρ = 0.5, ρ = 0.7813, and ρ = 0.2.
By using CDM as the multiplexing scheme amongst each of the 12 anchor lumi-
naries as depicted in Figure 41, the coarse phase of the algorithm is employed at
each of the 169 discrete locations, but the principle difference compared to TDM is
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Table 5.4: CDM Coarse Positioning Performance for VPPM, MPPM,
and OPPM subject to Dimming
Coarse Phase
Modulation
- Multiplexing
Avg. Pos.
Error [m]
Med. Pos.
Error [m]
Mode Pos.
Error [m]
Std. Dev.
Error [m]
VPPM - TDM 0.3404 0.3278 0.0285 0.1515
MPPM - TDM 0.3404 0.3278 0.0285 0.1515
OPPM - TDM 0.3404 0.3278 0.0285 0.1515
the presence of multiple access interference (MAI). It has been shown that the use of
extend quadratic sequences, a type of prime code, is best used for indoor positioning
using visible light compared to other families of codes used in RF and Fiber commu-
nications. The positioning performance is supplied over Monte Carlo simulation for
1200 trials for each modulation. Table 5.4 illustrates the choice of modulation affects
the performance of the coarse phase positioning when using CDM as the multiplexing
scheme at the anchor luminaries.
It can be observed that the mode positioning error over the entire indoor space
varies per pulsed modulation (VPPM 2.85 cm, MPPM 2.85 cm, and OPPM 2.85
cm). The majority of the room is fully illuminated with sufficient optical power to
produce adequate positioning, however, in looking at the mean value of the positioning
error we observe that it increases to 34.04 cm and a median of 32.78 cm. All of
which can account for the less illuminated areas throughout the room impacting the
position estimate accuracy throughout the indoor environment. Each of the error
distribution maps in Figure 5·6 depict the correlation with optical power strength
with the positioning performance as described in equation 4.11.
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Figure 5·6: Illustration of Coarse Proximity-based Positioning with
Code Division Multiplexing for, VPPM, MPPM, and OPPM pulsed
modulations with dimming under the Spatial SNR Room Distribution
5.1.3 Coarse Phase - Proximity based Positioning with Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing
The modulations that are used to enable frequency division multiplexing were PWM-
ACO-OFDM and PWM-DCO-OFDM with PWM applied to alter its duty cycle.
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There is a trade between ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM in terms of its effect on
BER. ACO-OFDM is more power-efficient than DCO-OFDM due to not having a
DC-bias and bandwidth inefficient compared to DCO-OFDM due to selective use of
subcarriers on which to transmit.
Figure 5·7: Illustration of Coarse Proximity-based Positioning with
Code Division Multiplexing for PWM-ACO-OFDM and PWM-DCO-
OFDM modulations with dimming under the Spatial SNR Room Dis-
tribution
The fact that illumination levels within the indoor space produce high signal to
noise ratios spatially throughout the indoor space, the differences between ACO-
OFDM and DCO-OFDM are not observed in the coarse phase of the algorithm. The
positioning performance is supplied over Monte Carlo simulation for 1200 trials for
each of the modulations. Figure 5·7 depicts the performance spatially of the OFDM
schemes over the entire indoor space and they perform the same, which is expected
at high signal to noise ratios. Table 4.3 again illustrates the mean, median, mode and
standard deviations of the using OFDM as a multiplexing scheme during the coarse
phase of positioning. It does perform slightly better on all accounts than synchronized
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Table 5.5: OFDM Coarse Positioning Performance for PWM-ACO
and PWM-DCO subject to Dimming
Coarse Phase
Modulation
- Multiplexing
Avg. Pos.
Error [m]
Med. Pos.
Error [m]
Mode Pos.
Error [m]
Std. Dev.
Error [m]
PWM ACO-OFDM 0.305 0.3029 0.0056 0.1232
PWM DCO-OFDM 0.305 0.3029 0.0056 0.1232
TDM. Median positioning error is 30.29 cm.
In comparing the three multiplexing schemes performance during the Coarse Phase
in Table 5.5, it is noted that OFDM performs the best of all three schemes yet it does
require more sophisticated modulation. In terms of pulsed modulation schemes TDM
outperforms CDM.
5.2 Fine Phase
Similar to the conclusions reached in Chapter 4 with regard to the fine phase of
the positioning algorithm, the corners of the candidate room are unable to return
a positional estimate due to lack of anchor luminaries within the MT FoV. The
overall trend is that increasing average optical power that arrives at the MT increases
accuracy of the measurement (e.g., AoA, ToF, RSS) and ultimately the position
estimate derived from said measurement
5.2.1 Fine Phase - Triangulation based Positioning using AoA
Figure 5·8 and Figure 5·9 illustrate the performance of using AoA measurements to
perform geometric constrained triangulation when the observations from the MT are
made on anchor Luminaries, which have access to the visible light channel via TDM
and OFDM respectively. It is worth noting, that green xs denote the true position of
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the MT at each of the discrete locations the computations are performed. The corners
of the room cannot return a valid positional estimate because an insufficient number
of anchor luminaries are in the MT’s FoV. The left most case illustrates the baseline
performance (ρ = 0.5), the center illustrates increased illumination performance (ρ =
0.7813), and the right most case illustrates decreased illumination performance (ρ =
0.2). Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 outline the performance of OPPM TDM using AoA and
PWM-ACO-OFDM using AoA.
5.2.2 Fine Phase - Trilateration based Positioning using ToF
Figure 5·10 illustrates the performance of using ToF measurements to perform least
squares trilateration when the observations from the MT are made on anchor Lumi-
naries, which have access to the visible light channel via TDM. It is worth noting,
that green xs denote the true position of the MT at each of the discrete locations the
computations are performed. The corners of the room cannot return a valid positional
estimate because an insufficient number of anchor luminaries are in the MTs FoV.
The left most case illustrates the baseline performance (ρ = 0.5), the center illustrates
increased illumination performance (ρ = 0.7813), and the right most case illustrates
decreased illumination performance (ρ = 0.2). Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 outline the
performance of OPPM TDM using ToF.
5.2.3 Fine Phase - Trilateration based Positioning using RSS
Figures 5·11, 5·12, and 5·13 illustrate the performance of using RSS measurements to
perform least squares trilateration when the observations from the MT are made on
anchor Luminaries, which have access to the visible light channel via TDM, CDM,
and OFDM respectively. It is worth noting, that red xs denote the true position of
the MT at each of the discrete locations the computations are performed. The corners
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of the room cannot return a valid positional estimate because an insufficient number
of anchor luminaries are in the MTs FoV.
The left most case illustrates the baseline performance (ρ = 0.5), the center il-
lustrates increased illumination performance (ρ = 0.7813), and the right most case
illustrates decreased illumination performance (ρ = 0.2). Tables 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8
outline the performance of OPPM TDM using RSS, OPPM CDM using RSS, and
PWM ACO-OFDM using RSS.
Table 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 illustrates the average, median, and standard deviation respec-
tively of the fine phase performance for the six (6) evaluated transmission multiplex-
ing and measurement/ positioning schemes. It must be noted, however, that the
only valid areas within the indoor environment contribute to the statistics reported.
OFDM using RSS performs the best with TDM using ToF performing slightly worse,
but at the expense of synchronization for TDM ToF, OFDM RSS appears much more
attractive.
5.3 Combined Two Phase : Coarse-Fine Device Positioning
Algorithm
5.3.1 Accuracy for Coarse: OPPM CDM and Fine: RSS Least Squares
Trilateration
The OPPM modulation is used in conjunction with CDM as it had the best achievable
data-rate performance and is subject to MAI during the coarse phase. RSS measure-
ments are used in conjunction with least squares triangulation due to the fact that
RSS are easily measurable via autocorrelation of codes and this also maximizes the
use of asynchronous operation. The positioning error performance throughout the
room is 14.13 cm average, 9.97 cm median, with a standard deviation of 7.04 cm.
Figure 428 illustrates the spatial distribution of positioning errors for this configu-
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Table 5.6: Fine Phase Positioning: Average Positioning Error for
Dimming Levels of ρ of 0.5, 0.7813, and 0.2
Dimming
Level : ρ
ρ = 0.5 ρ = 0.7813 ρ = 0.2
OPPM
TDM RSS
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.1221 0.0867 0.1509
OPPM
TDM TOF
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.0744 0.0537 0.0941
OPPM
TDM AOA
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.1734 0.0978 0.1092
OPPM
CDM RSS
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.1381 0.1038 0.1715
PWM ACO
OFDM RSS
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.0740 0.0531 0.0821
PWM ACO
OFDM AOA
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.0841 0.0712 0.1495
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Table 5.7: Fine Phase Positioning: Median Positioning Error for Dim-
ming Levels of ρ of 0.5, 0.7813, and 0.2
Dimming
Level : ρ
ρ = 0.5 ρ = 0.7813 ρ = 0.2
OPPM
TDM RSS
Median Pos Err [m]
0.0784 0.0557 0.0969
OPPM
TDM TOF
Median Pos Err [m]
0.0264 0.0191 0.0334
OPPM
TDM AOA
Median Pos Err [m]
0.1333 0.0752 0.0840
OPPM
CDM RSS
Median Pos Err [m]
0.1059 0.0796 0.1315
PWM ACO
OFDM RSS
Median Pos Err [m]
0.0267 0.0192 0.0296
PWM ACO
OFDM AOA
Median Pos Err [m]
0.0447 0.0378 0.0794
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Table 5.8: Fine Phase Positioning: Standard Deviation of Positioning
Error for Dimming Levels of ρ of 0.5, 0.7813, and 0.2
Dimming
Level : ρ
ρ = 0.5 ρ = 0.7813 ρ = 0.2
OPPM
TDM RSS
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.1261 0.0895 0.1558
OPPM
TDM TOF
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.1399 0.1010 0.1770
OPPM
TDM AOA
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.1489 0.0840 0.0938
OPPM
CDM RSS
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.115 0.0838 0.1385
PWM ACO
OFDM RSS
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.1463 0.1051 0.1623
PWM ACO
OFDM AOA
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.1273 0.1078 0.2264
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ration. The left most case illustrates the baseline performance (ρ = 0.5), the center
illustrates increased illumination performance (ρ = 0.7813), and the right most case
illustrates decreased illumination performance (ρ = 0.2).. Tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11
outline the performance of OPPM TDM using RSS, OPPM CDM using RSS, and
PWM ACO-OFDM using RSS.
5.3.2 Accuracy for Coarse: PWM-ACO-OFDM and Fine: AoA Geomet-
ric Constrained Triangulation / RSS Least Squares Triangulation
The performance of ACO-OFDM and DCO-OFDM was comparable during the coarse
phase for positioning purposes, but ACO-OFDM is more commonly applied for VLC
applications, therefore it was chosen as the modulation used with FDM. Both AoA
measurements used in conjunction with geometric constrained triangulation and RSS
measurements used in conjunction with least squares triangulation are evaluated un-
der the two phase algorithm. The left most case illustrates the baseline performance
(ρ = 0.5), the center illustrates increased ilumination performance (ρ = 0.7813), and
the right most case illustrates decreased illumination performance (ρ = 0.2).. Tables
5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 outline the performance of OPPM TDM using RSS, OPPM CDM
using RSS, and PWM ACO-OFDM using RSS.
5.3.3 Accuracy for Coarse: OPPM TDM and Fine: AoA Geometric Con-
strained Triangulation / RSS Least Squares Trilateration / ToF
Least Squares Trilateration
The coarse phase performance of VPPM, MPPM, and OPPM modulations were
equivalent using TDM as the multiplexing scheme, therefore we use the OPPM mod-
ulation in conjunction with TDM since it has the best achievable data rate proper-
ties when subject to dimming. When the backbone network and synchronization are
available within the infrastructure all three channel measurements may be used (ToF,
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Table 5.9: Two-Phase Positioning: Average Positioning Error for
Dimming Levels of ρ of 0.5, 0.7813, and 0.2
Dimming
Level : ρ
ρ = 0.5 ρ = 0.7813 ρ = 0.2
OPPM
TDM RSS
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.1212 0.1039 0.1344
OPPM
TDM TOF
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.0819 0.0759 0.0871
OPPM
TDM AOA
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.1516 0.1144 0.1207
OPPM
CDM RSS
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.1423 0.1239 0.1586
PWM ACO
OFDM RSS
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.0798 0.0769 0.0933
PWM ACO
OFDM AOA
Avg Pos Err [m]
0.0957 0.0859 0.0994
RSS, and AoA) using least squares triangulation for both ToF and RSS while using
geometric constrained triangulation for AoA. The left most case illustrates the base-
line performance (ρ = 0.5), the center illustrates increased illumination performance
(ρ = 0.7813), and the right most case illustrates decreased illumination performance
(ρ = 0.2).. Tables 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 outline the performance of OPPM TDM using
RSS, OPPM CDM using RSS, and PWM ACO-OFDM using RSS.
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Table 5.10: Two-Phase Positioning: Median Positioning Error for
Dimming Levels of ρ of 0.5, 0.7813, and 0.2
Dimming
Level : ρ
ρ = 0.5 ρ = 0.7813 ρ = 0.2
OPPM
TDM RSS
Median Pos Err [m]
0.0836 0.0594 0.0969
OPPM
TDM TOF
Median Pos Err [m]
0.0286 0.0206 0.0362
OPPM
TDM AOA
Median Pos Err [m]
0.1305 0.0844 0.0942
OPPM
CDM RSS
Median Pos Err [m]
0.1134 0.0852 0.1315
PWM ACO
OFDM RSS
Median Pos Err [m]
0.0280 0.0237 0.0497
PWM ACO
OFDM AOA
Median Pos Err [m]
0.0531 0.0382 0.0589
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Table 5.11: Two-Phase Positioning: Standard Deviation of Position-
ing Error for Dimming Levels of ρ of 0.5, 0.7813, and 0.2
Dimming
Level : ρ
ρ = 0.5 ρ = 0.7813 ρ = 0.2
OPPM
TDM RSS
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.0637 0.0733 0.0526
OPPM
TDM TOF
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.0873 0.0905 0.0839
OPPM
TDM AOA
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.0482 0.0679 0.0648
OPPM
CDM RSS
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.0600 0.0688 0.0526
PWM ACO
OFDM RSS
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.0910 0.0922 0.0837
PWM ACO
OFDM AOA
Std Dev Pos Err [m]
0.0787 0.0843 0.0764
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Chapter 6
Indoor Positioning using Visible Light :
TestBed
6.1 Layout and Description of Testbed Environment
Figure 6·1: TestBed of Indoor Environment with LED Luminaries
This dissertation makes use of the Smart Lighting Engineering Research Center
(SLERC) / Lighting Enabled Systems Applications (LESA) testbed to acquire mea-
surements and employ a variant of two-phase positioning algorithm. The testbed uses
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a Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) / GNU Radio with fifteen (15) differ-
ent transmit Luminaries, each of which transmit a drive signal x(t) and uses FDM as
a multiplexing scheme. Recall that the received optical power is proportional to the
transmitted optical power through the DC Channel Gain Hf(0).
The USRP GNU radio has been used before to evaluate many combinations of
transmitter and receiver functions [130]. Using this platform, we are able to ob-
tain RSS measurements from each of the beacon Luminaries at discrete positions
throughout the testbed space. Table 6.1 outlines the transmitter parameters : CTCR,
frequency of beacon, installed position, and transmitter identifier, all using a Lamber-
tian order of m = 0.88. Each of the 15 transmitters is driven by an X310 USRP from
Ettus research, which converts the GNU radio generated transmit signals to voltages.
This visible light is transmitted over the optical wireless channel and arrives at the
receiver. Table 6.2 outlines the receiver parameters.
The equipment used in this testbed is the following: DC-DC bias Tee (Pulse
Research Labs PRL-BTDC-114L), a Voltage Controlled Current Injector (Picotest
J2111A), and the receiver is an avalanche photodiode (APD) (Thorlabs APD120A2).
A block diagram of the setup has been published in [34], within the ”A Flexible
SDR-Based Testbed for Indoor Visible Light Positioning” article. The received opti-
cal power is ultimately converted to a voltage and processed by the an N210 USRP,
which creates the sampled data to be processed by the other GNU radio. The re-
ceiver is moved to discrete locations around the environment and RSS measurements
are acquired from each of the beacon Luminaries. Separability of the Luminaires is
accomplished via FDM.
PR,j = PT,kHfj,k(0)⇒
PR,j
PT,k
= Hfj,k(0) (6.1)
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PR,j
PT,k
=
(mk + 1)
2π
T (φk,j)ARjg (θk,j)
D2k,j
(6.2)
The testbed relates the ratio of received average voltage amplitude AR,j to trans-
mitted average voltage amplitude AT,k through a defined frequency dependent con-
stant CTCR.
AR,j
AT,k
= CTCR
(mk + 1)
2π
T (φk,j) g (θk,j)
D2k,j
(6.3)
Recall from Chapter 3 that T (φk,j) is the transmission function and g (θk,j) is the
reception function:
T (φk,j) = cos (φk,j)
mk (6.4)
g (θk,j) = cos (θk,j) (6.5)
6.2 Simulation Model of Testbed Environment and Predicted
Results
The Testbed was modeled in MATLAB to match the parameters and candidate re-
ceiver locations where measurements were possible to obtain. Figure 6·2 illustrates
the simulation environment with 15 Tx beacon Luminaries and the 136 discrete re-
ceiver locations that align with Table 6.1. Figure 6·3 provides a top down depiction
of the simulated environment. As described in Chapters 4 and 5 there are many com-
binations to employ in a VLP system. Here we use FDM RSS Measurements to feed
a least squares trilateration positioning algorithm within the Two Phase Framework.
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Table 6.1: Transmitter Parameters all with a Lambertian Order of
m = 0.88
Tx# CTCR Frequency (kHz) x (m) y (m) z (m)
1 1.402589 100 3.337 1.39 3.00
2 1.389144 150 3.337 0.82 3.00
3 1.367899 200 3.337 0.32 3.00
4 1.338055 250 2.667 1.39 3.00
5 1.297516 300 2.667 0.82 3.00
6 1.261740 350 2.667 0.32 3.00
7 1.233018 400 2.017 1.39 3.00
8 1.184429 450 2.017 0.82 3.00
9 1.155984 500 2.017 0.32 3.00
10 1.127352 550 1.39 1.39 3.00
11 1.096738 600 1.39 0.82 3.00
12 1.067067 650 1.39 0.32 3.00
13 1.038244 700 0.73 1.39 3.00
14 1.007937 750 0.73 0.82 3.00
15 0.977535 800 0.73 0.32 3.00
One thing to note is the original intent of the model was to capture data over the
entire indoor space at equally spaced uniform cells in which the receiver would reside.
On the left side of the room it was cumbersome to obtain a full set of data, which is
why the layout of receiver locations is more sparse on the left side of the room than
the right. The model was designed to adhere to what was able to measured. As the
results from the measurements
6.3 Actual Setup of Testbed Environment and RSS Results
Figure 6·4 shows the total RSS distribution over the simulated environment. It is
important to note that it is non-symmetric and the far right region of the environment
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Rx Position# x (m) y (m) z (m)
1 0.51 0.17 1.53
2 0.51 0.27 1.53
3 0.51 0.47 1.53
4 0.51 0.67 1.53
5 0.51 0.87 1.53
6 0.51 1.07 1.53
7 0.51 1.27 1.53
8 0.51 1.47 1.53
9 0.85 0.17 1.53
10 0.85 0.27 1.53
11 0.85 0.47 1.53
12 0.85 0.67 1.53
13 0.85 0.87 1.53
14 0.85 1.07 1.53
15 0.85 1.27 1.53
16 0.85 1.47 1.53
17 1.17 0.17 1.53
... 1.17
... 1.53
24 1.17 1.57 1.53
25 1.37 0.17 1.53
... 1.37
... 1.53
32 1.37 1.57 1.53
33 1.57 0.17 1.53
... 1.57
... 1.53
40 1.57 1.57 1.53
...
...
... 1.53
129 3.97 0.17 1.53
... 3.97
... 1.53
136 3.97 1.57 1.53
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Figure 6·2: Simulation Model of Testbed Environment; 15 FDMA
Transmitters and 136 Discrete Receiver Locations
receives the least total RSS of anywhere in the room, which will affect positioning. The
X’s denote discrete positions and the o’s denote the Tx Luminaire location. Figure
6·5 illustrates a stacked histogram of RSS (Rx Voltage subject to 1mV threshold) as a
function of receiver position number. The stacked histogram shows the contributions
of each of the 15 Tx Luminaries: the top accounts for direct line of sight contribution
only, while the bottom accounts for reflections within the environment (assuming 40%
reflectivity). There is more total voltage at receiver position numbers when reflections
are accounted. An important aspect to note is that the RSS’ are not symmetric due to
the fact that the layout of the experiment was not symmetric as previously described.
Figure 6·6 shows the total RSS distribution over the Testbed environment.The X’s
denote discrete positions and the o’s denote the Tx Luminaire location. It is important
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Figure 6·3: Simulation Model of Testbed Environment; 15 FDMA
Transmitters and 136 Discrete Receiver Locations
to note that it is also non-symmetric and the far right region of the environment
receives the least total RSS of anywhere in the room, which will affect positioning.
Furthermore, note the notch in RSS at the right center of the room; this occurred
due to blockages during data acquisition at receiver position 101. It was retained in
this run as opposed to re-capturing as an attempt to illustrate some of the robustness
features of the Two Phase Framework when processing the data. Figure 6·7 illustrates
the acquired FDM RSS values from the SDR Testbed, again post processed subject
to a 1 mV threshold. Despite choppy variation, the general shape and distribution of
the stacked histogram agrees with the simulation.
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Figure 6·5: Simulation Model of Testbed Environment RSS values; 15
FDMA Transmitters and 136 Discrete Receiver Locations
6.4 Two Phase Framework Applied to RSS Data and Simu-
lation
The coarse phase of the algorithm is employed on both the simulated environment
and the data. Table 6.3 and 6.4 and Figures 6·8 and 6·9 illustrate the results. The
accuracy of the data is worse than the simulation predicted, yet the results agree in
the general error distribution of the environment. One item to note is due to the
non-symmetry of the data collection setup and simulation, as discussed above, there
are more significant errors on the right side of the room where the values of RSS are
generally smaller and the discrete receiver positions are farther away from the anchor
luminaries.
The coarse phase of the algorithm is employed on both the simulated environ-
ment and the data. Table 6.5 and 6.6 and Figures 6·10 and 6·11 illustrate the results.
The accuracy of the trilateration routine has areas in the corners and sides of the
environment in both simulation and data collection that have large positional errors.
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Table 6.3: Coarse Positioning Average, Median, and Standard Devi-
ation of Positioning Error: Simulation
Performance Metric
Average
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Std Dev
Positioning
Error [m]
FDM
with
RSS
0.2581 0.2343 0.0307
Table 6.4: Coarse Positioning Average, Median, and Standard Devi-
ation of Positioning Error: Data
Performance Metric
Average
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Std Dev
Positioning
Error [m]
FDM
with
RSS
0.2954 0.2726 0.0223
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Data : Threshold = 0.000000 Volts
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Figure 6·7: Testbed RSS Data; 15 FDMA Transmitters and 136 Dis-
crete Receiver Locations
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Figure 6·8: Coarse Phase Algorithm Positioning Performance us-
ing FDMA Multiple Access and RSS Measurements using Simulated
Testbed Environment
Again the non-symmetry of the data collection setup and simulation produce more
significant errors on the right side of the room where the values of RSS are generally
smaller and the discrete receiver positions are farther away from the anchor lumi-
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Figure 6·9: Coarse Phase Algorithm Positioning Performance using
FDMA Multiple Access and RSS Measurements using Testbed RSS
Data
naries. Further processing of outliers could have reduced these outlier effects on the
mean, median, and standard deviation of the performance, but the fine phase was
not optimized further.
The two phase framework is employed on both the simulated environment and the
data. Table 6.7 and 6.8 and Figures 6·12 and 6·13 illustrate the results. The accuracy
of the data is again worse than the simulation predicted, yet the results agree in the
general error distribution of the environment. The two phase algorithm discards
fine measurements that are impractical and in doing so a majority of the interior
measurements are deemed useful while corner and side measurements are discarded
and the coarse phase is used for these discrete receiver positions. This chapter,
using acquired RSS data, illustrates the feasibility of the two phase framework as a
positioning framework. The performance of the positioning can be further improved
by changing the fine phase algorithm to something more sophisticated than a simple
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Table 6.5: Fine Phase Positioning: Average, Median, and Standard
Deviation of Positioning Error: Simulation
Performance Metric
Average
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Std Dev
Positioning
Error [m]
FDM
with
RSS
0.9393 0.2840 0.4719
Table 6.6: Fine Phase Positioning: Average, Median, and Standard
Deviation of Positioning Error: Data
Performance Metric
Average
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Std Dev
Positioning
Error [m]
FDM
with
RSS
3.3234 0.3303 0.0138
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Figure 6·10: Fine Phase Algorithm Positioning Performance using
FDMA Multiple Access, RSS Measurements, and Least Squares Trilat-
eration using Simulated Testbed Environment
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Figure 6·11: Fine Phase Algorithm Positioning Performance using
FDMA Multiple Access, RSS Measurements, and Least Squares Trilat-
eration using Testbed RSS Data
trilateration routine. Furthermore use of more complex modulated signals in the
testbed could lead to a reduced error footprint as well (e.g, OFDM).
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Table 6.7: Two Phase : Coarse / Fine Positioning Average, Median,
and Standard Deviation of Positioning Error: Simulation
Performance Metric
Average
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Std Dev
Positioning
Error [m]
FDM
with
RSS
0.2288 0.1921 0.0307
Table 6.8: Two Phase : Coarse / Fine Positioning Average, Median,
and Standard Deviation of Positioning Error: data
Performance Metric
Average
Positioning
Error [m]
Median
Positioning
Error [m]
Std Dev
Positioning
Error [m]
FDM
with
RSS
0.2750 0.2521 0.0178
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Figure 6·12: Two Phase Algorithm Positioning Performance using
FDMA Multiple Access, RSS Measurements, and Least Squares Trilat-
eration using Simulated Testbed Environment
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Figure 6·13: Two Phase Algorithm Positioning Performance using
FDMA Multiple Access, RSS Measurements, and Least Squares Trilat-
eration using Testbed RSS Data
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Dissertation Contributions
This dissertation has introduced a system level algorithmic framework that exploits
the ubiquitous power, short-range impulse response, and/or directionality of visible
light illumination to arrive at a positional estimate of a MT in an indoor space.
As discussed throughout, many algorithms focus on optimizing a single performance
requirement (e.g., accuracy), while this framework provides a balance not only across
accuracy, precision, robustness, complexity, scalability, and cost, but also latency. The
framework achieves accuracies based on the small foot print of co-located luminaries
in addition to the directivity of the visible light.
It achieves higher precision due to the short impulse response duration of the
visible light channel, which lowers the variance of attained accuracy over repeated
trials. The precision is 90 % for coarse measurements only within 49.8 cm for OFDM,
50.85 cm for TDM, and 56.3 to 57.5 cm for CDM whereas the precision is 90% within
29-32 cm when fine measurements are able to obtained over all multiplexing and
channel measurement types. ACO OFDM is recommended as the best performing
multiplexing technique when using RSS measurements in addition to the its already
attractive benefits for VLC. TDM performs well also, but requires more overhead
and strict synchronization amongst network nodes. CDM has the worst performance,
but can provide asynchronous estimates in the face of multiple access interference.
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There are mechanisms to improve code orthogonality, but is beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
When overlaying illumination effects on the performance of the two-phase al-
gorithm, the same conclusions follow as above, duty cycle altered (PWM) OFDM
performs the best, followed by TDM using OPPM, and then CDM using OPPM at
the standard dimming level ρ = 0.5. When the illumination levels are increased
the measurements (RSS, ToF, and AoA) all improve and the two-phase algorithm
performance improves accordingly. When the illumination levels are decreased the
measurements (RSS, ToF, and AoA) all degrade and the performance degrades as
well. If only the coarse phase is able to be conducted, the performance of the coarse-
phase is invariant to the illumination level change due to the normalization performed
in the routine outside of the saturation and noise floor regions of the photodetectors
at the MT.
The accuracies range from hundredths to tenths of meters and the time required
ranges from nanoseconds to tenths of seconds. The receiver positions, which simply
use the coarse phase produce a high error estimate with a very small latency, while the
fine phase produces in general more accurate estimates with more computation time
required. This framework allows accurate positional estimates in a timely fashion.
It reduces complexity by having simple real time measurements and smaller foot-
print positional areas with minimal interference, The most complex aspect of the
framework introduced is its ability to determine angle of arrival, which adds hard-
ware complexity to the target of interests receiver. The software complexity is low
based on the rules by which the triangulation / trilateration optimization is valid.
Computing time is the principal complexity metric that the framework balances.
It is robust as we’ve emphasized herein through the nature of having an option
between one phase or two phases. Many positioning approaches require three if not
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greater anchor nodes to arrive at a suitable estimate, our approach allows estimates
to be be returned if only one anchor is in view If the amount of anchors to perform
triangulation / trilateration is not available and the fine phase of the framework
cannot produce an estimate, the coarse phase can and will return an estimate, albeit
being less accurate. Both approaches are balanced within a latency constraint.
Being an infrastructure exploiting solution by piggybacking on the illumination
function, it reduces the cost of deployment of these systems and is viewed as afford-
able. The framework provides estimates so long as the lighting infrastructure in LED
based and installation parameters are recorded and is as scalable as the infrastructure
has become.
7.2 Future Research Directions
Future directions of research may be to expand some of the topics discussed herein to
include hybrid measurements from other media such as RF, UWB, in addition to VL.
Also performance of the algorithm could be expanded under more filled indoor spaces
with various reflection profiles. Furthermore more advanced OFDM variations could
be explored to observe communication performance against positioning performance.
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